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Abstract
This paper is a manual with tips and tricks for programming tensor network algorithms with
global SU(2) symmetry. We focus on practical details that are many times overlooked when
it comes to implementing the basic building blocks of codes, such as useful data structures
to store the tensors, practical ways of manipulating them, and so forth. Here we do not
restrict ourselves to any specific tensor network method, but keep always in mind that the
implementation should scale well for simulations of higher-dimensional systems using, e.g.,
Projected Entangled Pair States, where tensors with many indices may show up. To this
end, the structural tensors (or intertwiners) that arise in the usual decomposition of SU(2)-
symmetric tensors are never explicitly stored throughout the simulation. Instead, we store
and manipulate the corresponding fusion trees – an algebraic specification of the symmetry
constraints on the tensor – in order to implement basic SU(2)-symmetric tensor operations.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, the study of quantum entanglement in strongly correlated systems has fostered
the applicability of so-called tensor networks (TN) [1]. These are representations of quantum
many-body states based on their entanglement structure. Individual tensors play the role of the
DNA of the wave function, and the overall state for the whole system emerges by gluing the
single tensors with quantum entanglement. As such, TNs have been rediscovered several times,
and have found applications in many fields, e.g., in condensed matter and statistical physics [2],
quantum chemistry [3], quantum gravity [4], tensor calculus [5], and more recently even in machine
learning [6] and linguistics [7].
It has also become clear that TNs are the basis of not only new theoretical conceptions, but also
of new numerical simulation algorithms. This is especially true for strongly correlated quantum
many-body systems. Such systems were conquered in one spatial dimension during the 90s by the
Density Matrix Renormalization Group Algorithm (DMRG) [8], which can be understood as a
variational method over some TNs called Matrix Product States (MPS) [9]. Recently there has
been a burst of new numerical methods for other types of systems, including higher-dimensional
systems [10], critical systems [11], and much more. If compared to the development of MPS-based
methods, such new algorithms are evolving at a slower rate because they are intrinsically more
complex. However, they hold great promise for the future of numerical simulations, and their
development is a must.
In this context, a key ingredient in many numerical simulations is the implementation of the
symmetries of the system. This is particularly true for global on-site symmetries, i.e., those
symmetries that leave the quantum state invariant once they act on the whole physical system.
Examples are in fact ubiquitous, e.g., the global Z2 symmetry of the quantum Ising model (spin
up/down), the Zq symmetry of the quantum q-Potts model, the Z2 parity symmetry of many-body
fermionic systems, the U(1) symmetry of particle-conserving Hamiltonians, the SU(2) symmetry
of magnetic interactions invariant under rotations, and the SU(N) symmetry of the multiband
Hubbard model. As such, imposing that physical states must be symmetric is a huge constraint on
the many-body Hilbert space. One can expect, then, that these constraints play an important role
in the development of numerical algorithms. In particular, it sounds like a good idea to come up
with methods that target directly the physical (symmetric) set of states, which may be quite small,
instead of messing around with the full Hilbert space of the system, which is insanely huge. Even
addressing symmetries cannot avoid the exponential growth of the Hilbert space though it can
slower it down by a factor, which could even be exponential itself in the best case scenario.
The implementation of symmetries in TN methods is thus a top priority. We are in no way
the first ones to discuss this, though [12]. The topic has a long history dating back to the
implementation of symmetries in DMRG [13]. Symmetries in other TN methods have also been
successfully implemented, including algorithms based on Multiscale Entanglement Renormalization
Ansatz (MERA) [14, 15] and Projected Entangled Pair States (PEPS) [10]. Still, when comparing
the story for different TN methods, the implementation of non-abelian symmetries in PEPS
algorithms is quite recent. While abelian symmetries were already implemented in early versions of
PEPS numerical codes [16], implementing non-abelian symmetries for PEPS algorithms was a very
different story altogether given the technicalities involved in the manipulation of tensors with many
indices. Nevertheless, recent works have implemented SU(2) symmetry for some simple versions of
the infinite-PEPS method [17] in order to study frustrated quantum antiferromagnets [18]. Still,
there are ways to improve how such non-abelian symmetries can be implemented in PEPS-based
methods, which is particularly important if the plan is to develop simulations that are “as accurate
as possible”, based on, e.g., variational tensor updates [19].
Considering the above, our goal with this paper is to offer a detailed explanation of some tips
and tricks involved in the programming of SU(2)-invariant TNs, focusing on the building blocks of
algorithms, and keeping always in mind that we would like to have a scheme that scales well for
higher-dimensional algorithms based on PEPS. We do not focus on any TN method in particular,
so the formalism is general in this respect. We focus, however, on the case of SU(2) symmetry,
since it is a non-trivial example of a non-abelian symmetry that is quite common in nature. While
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the group SU(2) lacks some ingredients present in more complex symmetries (e.g., multiplicities,
as in SU(3)), the formalism that we unfold can be extended also to those cases without too
much complication. The same is true for the implementation of multiple symmetries such as, e.g.
SU(2)×U(1), which is not within the scope of this paper. Additionally, we stress that the purpose
of this paper is eminently practical, and that it has been conceived as a manual for those interested
in the programming part of TNs. We thus leave the applications of this formalism for forthcoming
works. Finally, in this paper we also assume that the reader has some basic knowledge about
TNs and associated numerical methods. For more basic background about TNs, we recommend
the reader to have a look at the many good reviews and introductions written on the topic [1].
The implementation of (multiple) abelian symmetries in tensor networks is well explained in, e.g.,
Ref. [20].
Tensor networks are widely used as numerical tools for ground state searches in quantum
many-body systems. Once the ground state is found they can be used to efficiently compute
physical observables such as magnetization or correlation functions. These algorithms rely on the
manipulation of tensors that include a number of standard operations. The most striking one is
certainly the contraction, which is the operation that contracts different tensors over their common
indices to produce a new tensor. Other relevant operations include reshaping, i.e. the combination
or separation of indices, permutations of indices, but also the singular value decomposition and
truncation. This set of standard operations needs to be translated for the case of symmetric tensors,
thus posing a large part of the symmetric low-level implementation. In this paper we aim to
describe the required functions in a comprehensive way that can be followed for an implementation
of symmetries in tensor networks.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sec. 2 we show, as an appetizer and in order to
motivate the rest of the paper, a practical example of the application of our formalism for the
spin-1/2 Heisenberg quantum chain. In Sec. 3 and Sec. 4 we will introduce symmetric tensors and
explain how the structure of the imposed symmetry group shows up. We will discuss different
approaches to handle the symmetry and give a way to store all the necessary information in the
tensors in Sec. 5. The following sections are essentially describing the set of operations that we
will rely on when writing tensor network algorithms, where we will come back often to the basic
sections about symmetric tensors and their handling. A general template that applies to all of
these operations is presented in Sec. 6. The first operations, transforming the structural part of the
symmetric tensor, are described in Sec. 7. Sec. 8 introduces and explains reversals. This feature,
usually not needed for generic tensors, becomes important for the manipulation of symmetric ones.
In Sec. 9 we will explain the permutation of indices, e.g., the swapping of two tensor indices. In
Sec. 10 we will generalize the combination and separation of indices to the case of symmetric
tensors. Using all these necessary structures and functions we will then explain contractions in
Sec. 11. Even though the main functionality is the same for non-symmetric and symmetric tensors,
we will see that the imposed symmetry leads to some important differences. In Sec. 12 we will
deal with the singular value decomposition and truncation of tensors, two operations that are
indispensable for many tensor network algorithms. Some final remarks about our implementation
with respect to generalizations and efficiency are to be found in Sec. 13, and we will conclude the
paper with some conclusions in Sec. 14.
As a disclaimer, let us stress that our implementation may not be optimal depending on the
specific task at hand. However, we believe that the general approach that we pursue here is, with
minor extensions to be described at the end of the paper, one of the best possible implementations
in order to program tensor network algorithms for higher-dimensional systems, where one may
encounter tensors with many indices.
2 Appetizer: the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain
Let us start by directly showing some results obtained with the implementation that we shall
describe. We computed ground-state properties of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg chain with nearest-
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Figure 1: Time (in seconds) required to perform one optimization step in the two-site infinite-
DMRG algorithm for non-symmetric and SU(2)-symmetric tensors. The symmetric algorithm
outperforms the non-symmetric one for large bond dimensions. For the symmetric algorithm, the
bond dimension shown here is the total bond dimension, see Eq. (3.6). The crossover for other
algorithms, in particular for higher-dimensional systems, is expected at lower bond dimensions due
to the different overall complexity and scaling of the computational cost.
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Figure 2: Number of free parameters in the infinite MPS as a function of the bond dimension,
both for non-symmetric and SU(2)-symmetric tensors. For the symmetric algorithm, the bond
dimension shown here is the total bond dimension, see Eq. (3.6).
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Figure 3: SU(2) representations jt (where j are the quantum numbers and t their degeneracies) on
the bond indices of the two-site MPS ansatz for a symmetric bond dimension of χsym = 50. The
total bond dimension χ is higher due to the projections of the quantum numbers (refer to Sec. 3.2).
neighbour interactions, described by the Hamiltonian
H = J
∑
i
~Si · ~Si+1 . (2.1)
We simulated this model with our own implementation of a SU(2)-invariant (i.e., targeting total
spin 0 for the whole chain) infinite-DMRG algorithm with a two-site unit cell. An important
step in this algorithm, apart from the whole formalism that we shall describe in this paper, is
the construction of a symmetric matrix product operator (MPO) for the Hamiltonian, which
is described in more generality in Ref. [21]. For small bond dimension, our approach has a
computational overhead with respect to the non-symmetric algorithm due to the manipulation of
tensors before certain operations. There is, however, a crossing in the computational cost, and
the symmetric algorithm quickly becomes faster for large bond dimensions, clearly outperforming
its non-symmetric counterpart. This can be seen in Fig. (1), where one can see clearly that the
symmetric algorithm is the only plausible option for large total bond dimension. In Fig. (2) one
can also see that, for a fixed bond dimension, the total number of free parameters in the MPS is
much lower for the symmetric algorithm than for the non-symmetric one. For instance, for bond
dimension χ = 1500 we go from ∼ 107 variational parameters in the non-symmetric algorithm, to
∼ 103 in the symmetric version. This reduction of parameters is at the hearth of the speed-up for
large bond dimensions in Fig. (1), and it also implies significant memory savings in this regime.
We also show a comparison of the convergence of the ground state energy for a fixed (symmetric)
bond dimension of χsym = 50. In terms of SU(2) quantum numbers the variational parameters are
distributed in the different sectors as shown in Fig. (3). The two different sets of quantum numbers
for ΛA and ΛB are due to the spin-1/2 representation on the physical legs. The results are shown
in Fig. (4). As seen in the inset, one can clearly see that the symmetric algorithm converges faster
to the exact ground state energy: while the non-symmetric algorithm reaches an accuracy plateau,
the symmetric algorithm continues to decrease the error with respect to the exact ground state
energy (yellow line in the main plot). Thus, according to the previous plots, for the same accuracy
of the simulations a symmetric algorithm requires less free parameters than the non-symmetric one
and, for relatively large bond dimension, also much less computational and memory cost. These
results are an example of the type of simulations that one can perform with the formalism that
we explain in detail in this paper. As a matter of fact, these results are just a proof of principle.
Much more elaborated results will be presented in Ref. [21], where we analyze the properties of
SU(2)-symmetric ladders with chiral interactions in the thermodynamic limit. More results on the
application of this formalism to two-dimensional systems with PEPS will also appear soon.
3 Fundamentals
The basic building blocks of symmetric TN algorithms are symmetric tensors. By preserving the
symmetry explicitly in the tensors at every algorithmic step, we ensure that the optimization
remains in the physical subspace of the overall Hilbert space of the many-body system. In this
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Figure 4: Convergence of the ground state energy for a fixed bond dimension χ = 50 for the
symmetric and non-symmetric infinite-DMRG algorithm. For comparison, the exact value of the
energy is also shown as a yellow line. The inset shows the error with respect to the exact value.
section we develop some of the fundamental concepts about tensors and tensor networks with
symmetries that shall be used throughout the whole paper.
3.1 Symmetric quantum states
We start by considering a lattice L made of N sites, where each site is described by a Hilbert space
V of finite dimension d. A pure state in the total Hilbert space, |ψ〉 ∈ V⊗N , can always be written
as
|ψ〉 =
∑
i1,i2,...,iN
ci1,i2,...,iN |i1, i2, . . . , iN 〉 , (3.1)
where |ik〉 denotes a single-site basis at site k, ik = 1, . . . , d. A TN decomposition of the state |ψ〉
consists of a set of tensors and a graph or network of directed edges1, which determines how the
tensors can be contracted together to recover the probability amplitudes ci1,i2,...,iN .
Next, we consider a compact, completely reducible group G with U : G → L(V) a unitary
matrix representation of G on the space V of one site. (A large part of the formalism that we will
describe in this paper applies to more general groups, however, from henceforth we will always
have G = SU(2) in mind.) For each element g of the group, Ug : V→ V denotes a unitary matrix
and Ug1g2 = Ug1Ug22.
Under the action of the symmetry, the space V of each site decomposes as the direct sum of
irreducible representations (from now on “irreps”) of the group G as
V ∼=
⊕
j
djVj ∼=
⊕
j
(Dj ⊗ Vj) , (3.2)
where Vj denotes a subspace for the irrep labeled by the charge j, and dj is the number of
times Vj appears in the decomposition of V. Conveniently, this can also be written in terms of
a dj-dimensional degeneracy vector space Dj . From now on, it is a good idea to work with the
single-site basis |j, tj ,mj〉 in V, where tj = 1, . . . , dj denotes states within the degeneracy space Dj
1As we will see, for symmetric TNs, it is important that edges are directed.
2Thus, we do not consider projective representations.
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and mj denotes states within the irrep space Vj . For G = SU(2), the charge j corresponds to the
total spin and mj corresponds to the spin projection along the quantization axis.
We are interested in quantum states |ψ〉 ∈ V⊗N that are invariant under the global on-site
symmetry,
(Ug)
⊗N |ψ〉 = |ψ〉 ∀ g ∈ G . (3.3)
For the cases of G = U(1) and G = SU(2) symmetry, |ψ〉 would then correspond to a state with
zero particles and zero total spin respectively.
3.2 Symmetric tensors
A tensor is a multi-linear map between tensor product vector spaces, and each index of the tensor
labels a basis on one of these spaces. In order to introduce the action of a symmetry, we will also
assign a direction wi ∈ {0, 1} to each index i. We use the following convention for incoming and
outgoing indices:
wi =
{ −1 if i is an incoming index
+1 if i is an outgoing index
}
(3.4)
A tensor is said to be symmetric if it is invariant under the simultaneous action of G on all its
indices (that is, on the vector spaces associated with the indices). This is shown in Fig. (5) using
the usual graphical representation for tensors and TNs (see, e.g., Ref. [1]). The direction of an
index determines how the group acts on the index. We follow the convention that the symmetry
operators act as the adjoint on incoming indices.
From here on we fix the basis of symmetric tensors to the one corresponding to the irrep basis
{|j, tj ,mj〉} for each index of the tensor. This implies that each index i of a symmetric tensor
corresponds to a triple
i ≡ (ji, tji ,mji). (3.5)
The total effective dimension |i| for index i = (ji, tji ,mji) is then given by
χ =
∑
ji
tji × |mji | =
∑
ji
tji × (2ji + 1), (3.6)
where |mji | is the size of index mji = {−ji, . . . ,+ji}, and therefore |mji | = 2ji + 1.
In this basis, a symmetric tensor with n indices can be decomposed in such a way that the
degrees of freedom that are not fixed by the symmetry can be isolated in a set of degeneracy
tensors {Pj1,j2,...,jn}, whereas the rest of the degrees of freedom correspond to structural tensors
{Qj1,j2,...,jn} which are entirely determined by the symmetry. (This follows from the Wigner-Eckart
theorem [22].) In practice, this means that only the degeneracy tensors P encode the variational
parameters in a symmetric tensor network optimization, which implies a reduction in memory cost
as well as a computational speed-up in TN algorithms.
Let us elaborate this decomposition for a 3-index symmetric tensor Tabc. By fixing a particular
value of total spin labels ja, jb, jc we select a “block” of components from the tensor. We denote
this block by Tjajbjc . Then the Wigner-Eckart theorem implies that this block factorizes into a
tensor product of a degeneracy tensor Pjajbjc and a structural tensor Qjajbjc , namely,
Tjajbjc = Pjajbjc ⊗Qjajbjc . (3.7)
Here Pjajbjc contains all the degrees of freedom of the block Tjajbjc that are not fixed by the
symmetry, whereas Qjajbjc is completely determined by the symmetry. We will sometimes refer
to a degeneracy tensor Pjajbjc as a “degeneracy block” labeled by charges (ja, jb, jc). In terms of
components as in Eq. (3.7), Tabc can be written as
Tabc =
⊕
jajbjc
(Pjajbjc)tja tjb tjc
⊗ (Qjajbjc)mjamjbmjc (3.8)
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Figure 5: A symmetric tensor remains invariant under the simultaneous action of G on all its
indices. The tensor can then be decomposed into a degeneracy part P and a structural part Q,
where P holds the unconstrained parameters and Q is entirely determined by the symmetry (it is an
intertwiners of the group). For a 3-index tensor, the structural tensors Q are the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients. Note that the variables ja, jb, jc only appear as labels for the tensors P and Q, their
dimensions are however specified by tja , tjb , tjc and mja ,mjb ,mjc respectively.
for compatible combinations (ja, jb, jc).
Such decompositions can be exploited to store symmetric tensors compactly in a numerical
optimization. For example, the 3-index tensor T considered above can be stored compactly as the
following list of data (instead of storing all its components):
Tabc =
{
{ja, tja}, {jb, tjb}, {jc, tjc}, ~W, {Pjajbjc}
}
, (3.9)
which contains the charges, degeneracies and directions ~W ≡ [wa, wb, wc] for every index of the
tensor, and a list of all the degeneracy blocks along with their respective charge labels. The number
of parameters to store for the symmetric tensor is now generally given by∑
compatible jajbjc
tja(2ja + 1) · tjb(2jb + 1) · tjc(2jc + 1) (3.10)
which can be further reduced due to the fixed parameters of the symmetry in all tensors Qjajbjc .
Therefore, the cheapest way to store this 3-index SU(2)-invariant tensor only needs a number of∑
compatible jajbjc
tjatjbtjc (3.11)
components. This corresponds exactly to the product of degeneracies for every block in the tensor
labeled by a compatible set of the quantum numbers (ja, jb, jc). As a concrete example let us
consider the 3-index tensor with vector spaces V = V0 + 3V1, which corresponds to choosing
i = ([0, 1], [1, 3], {[0], [−1, 0,+1]} for all three indices using the notation of Eq. (3.5). The number
of parameters for the full tensor would now be∏
i=a,b,c
∑
ji
tji × (2ji + 1) = 103 = 1000 . (3.12)
The SU(2)-symmetric tensor (consisting of the five blocks T000, T011T101, T110 and T111) however
only has a number of 1 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 27 = 55 free parameters.
Though the structural tensors {Qjajbjc} are completely determined by the symmetry group,
for tensors with more than three indices they can be a complicated function of the index data.
Furthermore, the index data does not generally specify a structural tensor uniquely3. Thus, it
might seem surprising that we do not plan to store a list of structural tensors {Qjajbjc} in the
data (3.9), even for more general tensors. There is an important reason behind this. As we will
3The reason for this is an internal freedom for the construction of structural tensors for more than three indices.
This will be explained in detail in Sec. 4.
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describe later in the paper, we will work with (and store as part of the tensor data) so-called fusion
trees – a kind of a tree graph decorated with charge labels – which completely specify a structural
tensor. Furthermore, manipulations of structural tensors correspond to algebraic (group-theoretic)
manipulations of the corresponding fusion tree. Thus, we will never deal with a structural tensor
explicitly in our code.
There are several advantages of working directly with fusion trees. First, of course, we save
memory since have we do not have to store the structural tensors. Second, manipulations of fusion
trees (thus of the corresponding structural tensors) are algebraic and therefore virtually free of the
potential floating-point errors that could occur when manipulating structural tensors numerically
(that is, by storing them as numerical arrays in memory), thus leading to more accurate simulations.
(Accumulated errors in the components of the structural tensors prevent the exact preservation
of the symmetry constraints.) Third, a formalism based on fusion trees can be readily adapted
to simulate anyonic systems, since anyon models have a natural description in terms of fusion
trees. (More specifically, the data that specifies an anyon model – such as fusion rules, braidings,
F -moves, and so on – can be conveniently described as elementary manipulations or moves of
fusion trees) [24]. And finally, we also find that the fusion-tree approach is more convenient to
scale up the formalism to tensors with many indices, as is required for e.g., 2d algorithms with
Projected Entangled Pair States.
On the other hand, manipulations of fusion trees have to be implemented as a sequence of
elementary algebraic moves, which often have to be carried out skillfully. In contrast, structural
tensors can be manipulated (e.g. contracted or permuted) just like regular tensors and their
algebraic (group-theoretic) properties can be disregarded. Thus, the use of structural tensors, in
place of fusion trees, may lead to a simpler implementation of the symmetry at higher memory
costs, possible loss of accuracy when contracting large tensors, and lack of extensibility to anyon
systems.
Let us now turn to tensors with more than three indices. We will discuss general symmetric
tensors in more detail in Sec. 4. Here we just describe how the decomposition Eq. (3.7) generalizes
to tensors with a greater number of indices. A symmetric tensor with k indices can be generally
decomposed in terms of blocks T j
int
1 ,...,j
int
l
j1...jk
which are labeled by the charges given by j1 . . . jk
associated with the k indices, and also a set of l = k − 3 internal charges jint1 . . . jintl (described in
Sec. 4). Each of these blocks decompose as
T
jint1 ,...,j
int
l
j1...jk
= P
jint1 ,...,j
int
l
j1...jk
⊗Qjint1 ,...,jintlj1...jk , (3.13)
which generalizes Eq. (3.7). It is important to note that though the P (and Q) tensors are labeled
by the charges {jint1 , . . . , jintl , j1 . . . jk}, they nonetheless have only k indices each (that is, the same
number of indices as the total tensor T ). The size of tensor P j
int
1 ,...,j
int
l
j1...jk
is equal to tj1 × tj2 . . .× tjk .
Analogously, the size of tensor Qj
int
1 ,...,j
int
l
j1...jk
is equal to |mj1 | × |mj2 | . . .× |mjk |.
3.3 Clebsch-Gordan tensors
The structural tensors are nothing but the intertwiners of the symmetry group [23]. A 3-index
structural tensor, in particular, is simply a tensor whose components are the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients of the group. We refer to a 3-index structural tensor as a Clebsch-Gordan tensor.
Structural tensors (or intertwiners) with three or more indices can always be decomposed in
terms of Clebsch-Gordan tensors, which will therefore appear frequently in our discussion. A
Clebsch-Gordan tensor Cfuse describes the (unitary) change of basis from the tensor product of
irreps a and b to a total irrep c. We will also say that irreps a and b fuse to c and denoted this as
a× b→ c. We have,
|jc,mjc〉 =
∑
mjamjb
(Cfuse)
(jc,mjc )
(ja,mja ),(jb,mjb )
|ja,mja〉 ⊗ |jb,mjb〉 . (3.14)
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Figure 6: Graphical representation of the fusion tensor Cfuse and the splitting tensor Csplit. The
graphical representation of Csplit is obtained by a vertical reflection of Cfuse.
=
(jab,mjab)
(jab,mjab)
(jab,mjab)
(jab,mjab)
(ja,mja) (jb,mjb)
Cfuse
Csplit ∑
jab
(ja,mja) (jb,mjb)
(ja,mja) (jb,mjb)
=
(ja,mja) (jb,mjb)
(jab,mjab)
(ja,mja) (jb,mjb)
Csplit
Cfuse
Figure 7: The tensors Cfuse and Csplit satisfy the useful identities depicted here. The sums over all
spin projections mja , mjb and mjab are implicit.
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that appear above vanish unless
jc ∈ {|ja − jb| , . . . , ja + jb}. (3.15)
We will say that irreps ja, jb, jc are compatible if jc belongs to the above set. The set of all
compatible triples {(ja, jb, jc)} are called the fusion rules of the symmetry. The inverse Clebsch-
Gordan tensor Csplit describes how irrep c splits into a tensor product of irreps a and b, denoted as
c→ a× b. The graphical representation of the tensors Cfuse and Csplit is shown is Fig. (6). Since
these tensors are isometric, they satisfy the relations depicted in Fig. (7).
Next, we turn to structural tensors with more than three indices. As described previously, we
will specify these by means of fusion trees.
4 Fusion trees
A fusion tree is a directed trivalent tree graph that describes how a set of irreps pairwise fuse to a
total irrep. In our context, fusion trees will be used to specify the structural part of a symmetric
tensor. Thus, the irreps being fused are those carried by the indices of the tensor. The fusion tree
for both Cfuse and Csplit consists of only one node and is graphically represented in Fig. (8). Note
that this graphical representation is (intentionally) quite similar to the one introduced for actual
tensors Cfuse and Csplit in Fig. (6), except that we no longer specify any j and m labels in the
corresponding fusion tree.
4.1 Data structure for a fusion tree
From our description of fusion trees above, it follows that in order to store a general fusion tree on
a computer one has to store the following data: (i) a tree graph, and (ii) the orientation of each
node, namely, whether the node is a fusion or splitting node. Let us start with the tree graph. To
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1 2
3
Cfuse
1
2 3
Csplit
Figure 8: Graphical representation of a fusion and a splitting node. Each node has an “orientation”
(order of the incident edges) which is indicated by the numbers in blue. Elementary fusion nodes
(left) are labeled in a clockwise order whereas elementary splitting nodes (right) are labeled in an
anticlockwise order.
this end, we label edges carrying incoming and outgoing edges by negative numbers −1,−2, . . .,
whereas edges carrying the intermediate irreps (the various pairwise fusion outcomes) are labeled
by positive numbers 1, 2, . . .. Edges that carry irrep/spin 0 are labeled by 0 and are referred to as
dummy edges or indices. Each node of the tree is specified by a three-component vector τ , whose
entries correspond to the labels of the three edges that intersect at the node. A fusion or splitting
node has a “fixed orientation”, namely, an order in which the three edge labels appear in the vector
τ associated with the node. We will assume the node orientation specified by the blue labels in
Fig. (8) and refer to it as the conventional orientation of the fusion and splitting nodes. The edges
labeled by negative integers correspond to the indices of the corresponding structural tensors. The
indices of the structural tensors are ordered in the same way as those of the total symmetric tensor
(and the order of indices of the total tensor is supplied when the tensor is specified). See Fig. (9)
for an illustration of the τ vectors corresponding to various edge label assignments. Note again
that the edge labels always appear according to the fixed node orientation described above.
~W = [−1,−1,+1] ~W = [−1,+1,−1] ~W = [+1,−1,−1]
1 2
3
−1 −2
−3
τ = {[−1,−2,−3]}
C fuse
1 2
3
−2 −1
−3
τ = {[−2,−1,−3]}
C fuse
1 2
3
−1 −3
−2
τ = {[−1,−3,−2]}
C fuse
1 2
3
−3 −1
−2
τ = {[−3,−1,−2]}
C fuse
1 2
3
−2 −3
−1
τ = {[−2,−3,−1]}
C fuse
1 2
3
−3 −2
−1
τ = {[−3,−2,−1]}
C fuse
1
2 3
−1
−2 −3
τ = {[−1,−2,−3]}
Csplit
1
2 3
−1
−3 −2
τ = {[−1,−3,−2]}
Csplit
1
2 3
−2
−1 −3
τ = {[−2,−1,−3]}
Csplit
1
2 3
−2
−3 −1
τ = {[−2,−3,−1]}
Csplit
1
2 3
−3
−1 −2
τ = {[−3,−1,−2]}
Csplit
1
2 3
−3
−2 −1
τ = {[−3,−2,−1]}
Csplit
~W = [−1,+1,+1] ~W = [+1,−1,+1] ~W = [+1,+1,−1]
Figure 9: Different ways of representing the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for Cfuse (fusion) and
Csplit (splitting) as numerical arrays. Blue labels indicate the position of an index in the τ vector,
whereas black labels indicate the order of the actual tensor.
A general fusion tree – corresponding to a k-index symmetric tensor – has k − 2 nodes, k open
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Figure 10: Different ways to pairwise fuse three spins into a single spin, described by different
fusion trees. The 4-index structural tensors corresponding to these two trees are not the same,
but they are related to each other by a change of basis that is implemented by an F -move (see
Sec. 4.5).
edges, and k − 3 internal edges. A general fusion tree is specified by a list of τ vectors, one for
each node in the tree. As mentioned above one also needs to store a label to distinguish fusion
nodes from splitting nodes, such that the tree can be uniquely constructed. A tree without this list
is incomplete and the same list of τ vectors can lead to different configurations, see for instance
Fig. (14). To this end, we append to the data structure of a fusion tree a vector σ such that for
each node i:
σi =
{ −1 if node i is a fusion node
+1 if node i is a splitting node. (4.1)
Using (i) the tree graph and (ii) the list of the node orientations it is possible to construct arbitrary
trees and also graphs which can contain loops4. Examples of simple fusion trees for 4-index tensors
are given in Fig. (10), amounting to the different ways to fuse three irreps into one. Notice that,
as opposed to a fusion tree with just one node, now the fusion tree is not unique, since one can
recouple the intermediate irreps in different ways. In practice, one chooses a particular fusion
tree, which essentially corresponds to fixing a particular basis for the tensor. The different fusion
trees, corresponding to different bases for the tensors, are related to each other by the so-called
F -moves [25]. We will talk extensively about F -moves in Sec. 4.5.
Fig. (11) shows some fusion trees for five irreps (corresponding to the structural part of 5-index
symmetric tensors with four incoming edges and one outgoing edge). Using our data structure
these trees are stored as the following list of τ vectors:
τ (a) = {[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3, 2], [2,−4,−5]} (4.2)
τ (b) = {[−1,−2, 1], [−3,−4, 2], [1, 2,−5]} (4.3)
τ (c) = {[−3,−4, 1], [−2, 1, 2], [−1, 2,−5]}. (4.4)
All three trees in this example would have the same list of node orientations σ = [−1,−1,−1].
Note that the list of the τ vectors itself does not follow any ordering and can be arbitrary as long as
it matches with the ordering of the σ vector. This has some implication in the implementation of
certain functions and this point will reappear in later discussions. However, for a better readability,
we will follow the convention that the internal edges appear in increasing order in τ .
It may seem that we have neglected structural tensors with two indices (matrices), one index
(vectors), and no index (scalars) so far. It turns out that structural tensors with two, one, and zero
indices can be seen as special instances of 3-index Clebsch-Gordan tensors, namely, Clebsch-Gordan
4In our implementation we will only work with trees as internal structures for tensors and we will make further
restrictions in the next section. Although graphs are covered by our fusion tree implementation they provide a less
efficient description of tensors.
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Figure 11: Some of the different ways of pairwise fusing four spins into a single spin, corresponding
to different fusion trees.
tensors with one, two, and three dummy indices respectively, as shown in Fig. (12). This allows us
to indeed focus only on Clebsch-Gordan tensors as the basic building blocks.
In the next section we will introduce more general forms of fusion trees that can be handled
with our approach and which may appear in tensor network calculations.
4.2 Simple, Yoga, and Monster fusion trees
In this section we want to introduce a classification for fusion trees based on their properties. The
provided examples of fusion trees have been either elementary Clebsch-Gordan nodes or fusion
trees of the first class, which we call simple fusion trees. Simple fusion trees have a clear separation
of incoming and outgoing legs, which is either immediate as for the trees in Fig. (11), or achievable
by cutting only one internal leg. An example for this is provided for a more extended 8-index
fusion tree in Fig. (13). Simple fusion trees also have the nice property that all the orientation of
the nodes can be uniquely determined by specifying the tree graph and the vector ~W that sets the
directions of the open legs. One could therefore use a deterministic algorithm to determine which
node is a fusion and which node is a splitting node based on the provided information. In practice
however, it is more useful to specify each tree right from the beginning by the tree graph and the
list of node orientations, and manipulate these lists during tensor operations.
The reason for this is the fact that a unique determination of all node orientations fails for
specific fusion tree configurations, namely those where an internal edge appears on position 2 of two
nodes, see Fig. (14). In this example both trees would correspond to τ = {[−1, 1,−3], [−2, 1,−4]}
and ~W = [−1,−1,+1,+1], but with different lists σl = [−1,+1] and σr = [+1,−1]. Notice that
the trees shown in Fig. (14) are not simple fusion trees, since one cannot separate the incoming
and outgoing open edges by cutting one internal leg. We call these ambiguous trees yoga trees or
yoga diagrams5. An important property of Yoga trees is that they can be transformed into simple
trees by so-called F -moves, which will be explained in later chapters.
We also note that it is possible to have more general fusion trees, ones in which it is not even
possible to separate out the incoming and outgoing open edges by cutting any number of edges. We
call such trees monster fusion trees6, see e.g. Fig. (15). Contrary to Yoga trees, Monster trees can
no longer be transformed into a simple tree by F -moves and are therefore a more robust structure.
It suffices to restrict to simple fusion tree to implement any symmetric tensor network algorithm.
In fact, our implementation is based only on simple fusion trees7. However, we remark that
the choice of fusion trees may impact the ease and efficiency of a particular implementation of
5The reason for the name is their similarity with some yoga asanas. We used this name informally, but we used
it so often that eventually it became our notation. (SS was not involved in devising this terminology, but RO was.)
6Storing and manipulating large monster trees can be more challenging to code. They may even scare some
programmers.
7Yoga trees may also appear at intermediate steps of algorithms, however they will be transformed back to simple
trees.
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τ = {[0, 0, 0]}
τ = {[−1, 0, 0]} τ = {[0,−1, 0]} τ = {[0,−1, 0]} τ = {[0, 0,−1]}
τ = {[−1,−2, 0]}
τ = {[−2,−1, 0]}
τ = {[−1,−2, 0]}
τ = {[−2,−1, 0]}
τ = {[0,−1,−2]}
τ = {[0,−2,−1]}
τ = {[0,−1,−2]}
τ = {[0,−2,−1]}
Figure 12: Fusion trees for tensors with 0 (top row),1 (middle row) and 2 (bottom row) in-
dices, described by single Clebsch-Gordan tensors with 3, 2, or 1 “dummy” indices (dotted lines)
respectively.
-1 -2 -3 -4
-5 -6 -7 -8
1
2
3
4 5
τ = {[−2,−3, 1], [1,−4, 2], [−1, 2, 3], [3, 4, 5], [4,−5,−6], [5,−7,−8]}
σ = [−1,−1,−1,+1,+1,+1]
Figure 13: A simple fusion tree for an 8-index symmetric tensor. The incoming edges can be
separated from the outgoing edges by cutting only one internal edge.
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−1 −2
−4−3
−1−2
−4 −3
Figure 14: Examples of yoga fusion trees, which correspond to τ = {[−1, 1,−3], [−2, 1,−4]} but
with different lists σl = [−1,+1] and σr = [+1,−1].
Figure 15: Examples of monster trees. The incoming edges are not separated from the outgoing
edges by cutting the internal edge.
symmetric tensor networks. The use of monster trees, which are the most general type of fusion
tree that we can consider, may allow for a more natural and convenient implementation of certain
tensor network operations, though requiring a more complex code. The use of monster fusion trees
for implementing symmetries will be discussed further in Sec. 13.
4.3 Determination of the valid charge sectors
Having introduced fusion trees, let us revisit the decomposition Eq. (3.13) of a generic symmetric
tensor. As described in the previous section, the structural tensors that appear in the decomposition
can be specified by means of a fusion tree. As we have seen, the tensor blocks T j
int
1 ,...,j
int
l
j1...jk
are
labeled by the irreps j1 . . . jk carried by the open indices of the tensor and also the internal irreps
jint1 , . . . , j
int
l . These internal irreps, in fact, correspond to the internal edges of the fusion tree.
Given the irreps carried by the indices of the tensor (this data is part of the tensor specification),
the possible internal irreps are obtained by pairwise fusing irreps according to the fusion rules,
proceeding inwards from the open edges. A necessary task then is to efficiently determine the set
of all compatible irrep-decorations of the fusion tree, such that the irreps intersecting at any node
obey the fusion rules. We refer to each compatible irrep-decoration of the fusion tree as a charge
sector ; each charge sector labels a block of the symmetric tensor.
Let us now explain how to determine all the charge sectors in practice. We start with the list
of irreps (total spins) on internal and open indices according to
listOfIrreps =
{
jint1 , j
int
2 , . . . , j
int
l , j1, j2, . . . , jk
}
, (4.5)
where each entry of this list corresponds to a vector with spin configurations for each index. Here
we assume that the fusion tree has l internal edges and k open edges. The set of charge sectors is
generated by iterating through all the different combinations of irreps on all the edges of the fusion
tree, and selecting the ones that satisfy the fusion rules imposed at every node.
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Figure 16: The reversal of the only outgoing index results in a tensor for which all incoming spins
fuse to total spin 0, and adds a node in the fusion tree. This is denoted by an explicit “0” in the
fusion tree, which corresponds to a “dummy index” (dotted line) in the extra node.
As an example, we take the fusion tree in Fig. (10)(a) and assign irreps ji = [0, 1] to each open
edge. In this case, there is only one internal edge and it can carry irreps jint1 = [0, 1, 2]. The all
possible combinations of irreps are
listOfChargeSectors = {[0, 0, 0, 0, 0], [0, 0, 0, 1, 1], [0, 1, 1, 0, 0], [0, 1, 1, 1, 1], [1, 0, 1, 0, 1],
[1, 0, 1, 1, 0], [1, 0, 1, 1, 1], [1, 1, 0, 0, 1], [1, 1, 0, 1, 0], [1, 1, 0, 1, 1],
[1, 1, 1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 1, 1, 0], [1, 1, 1, 1, 1], [2, 1, 1, 1, 1]}, (4.6)
where the irreps in a vector of the list are ordered as in Eq. (4.5), such that internal irreps appear
before the open irreps. In order to determine the valid combinations – that is, the charge sectors –
we check the fusion rules on each node of the fusion tree, beginning at the open edges and traversing
the internal edges successively. The testing for set membership according to Eq. (3.15) can also be
achieved by testing the conditions{ |j1 − j2| ≤ j3 ≤ j1 + j2
j1 + j2 + j3 is an integer
, (4.7)
which are equivalent. This procedure is performed node by node in the fusion tree following the
internal indices successively. The final list of charge sectors is then assembled by concatenating the
valid irrep combinations for all the nodes.
A slight subtlety appears when dealing with structural tensors that describe the fusion to
total irrep zero or the splitting from total irrep zero, i.e., tensors that have only incoming or only
outgoing indices. In this case, the fusion tree is expanded by one node (adding a “dummy index”),
see Fig. (16) for the case of a 4-index tensor. While the fusion tree on the left-hand side of the
figure has two nodes, the one on the right-hand side has an extra node at the bottom, accounting
for the fusion to total spin zero. In our notation for fusion trees we get
τ l = {[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3,−4]} , (4.8)
τ r = {[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3, 2], [2,−4, 0]} , (4.9)
where it is clear that in both cases we are dealing with a 4-index tensor. For the second case, this
can be identified since the fusion tree is filled with the auxiliary zero, which shows that there is
a dummy index even if the tree looks like the one for a 5-index tensor. Once this is clear, the
determination for the possible charge sectors for this type of tensors proceeds exactly in the same
way as described above.
4.4 Building structural tensors from a fusion tree
In our implementation, we do not store and manipulate explicitly the structural tensors, but instead
work directly with fusion trees. However, sometimes it may be useful to build the structural tensor.
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Figure 17: An F -move relates different pairwise fusions of three irreps, i.e., it is a change of basis
between the corresponding structural tensors Q (each fusion tree corresponds to a Q). In (a)
three spins fuse into one spin, and in (b) one spin splits into three spins. Note that different F
coefficients appear in the four cases shown here. Large symbols (F , F †, F¯ , F¯ †) label the four
different operations. The blue number labels indicate the oriented labeling of the fusion trees (use
in the data structure for storing the fusion trees). These labels need not coincide with the order of
the open indices in the corresponding symmetric tensor.
When required, one can build a structural tensor from a fusion tree as follows. Assign an irrep
(j label) to each edge and attach the corresponding fusion or splitting Clebsch-Gordan tensor to
each fusion or splitting node in the tree respectively. The structural tensor, specified by such an
irrep-decorated fusion tree, is obtained by contracting all the fusing and splitting tensors according
to the tree graph.
Take for instance the case of a 4-index tensor with the same fusion tree of Fig. (10)(a) as
before. The Clebsch-Gordan tensor for the charge sector [2, 1, 1, 1, 1] of the fusion tree τ =
{[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3,−4]} is then given by the contraction of Cfuse(1, 1, 2) and Cfuse(2, 1, 1) over the
common internal edge, where the labels on the tensors Cfuse indicate the corresponding irreps that
enter the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The resulting structural tensor is a 3 × 3 × 3 × 3 object
with to m = −1, 0,+1 for all four legs.
4.5 F -moves
We have already seen that the tree decomposition for k-index tensors with k ≥ 4 is not unique,
since the irreps can be pairwise fused to a total irrep in different ways. It turns out that some
trees may be better suited for certain tensor operations than others. Imagine for instance that
we want to fuse together indices 1 and 2 of the 5-index tensors shown in Fig. (11), an operation
typically known as tensor reshaping. This can be easily implemented for the trees (a) and (b),
simply by removing the fusion node and thus exposing the internal edge carrying jint1 as the fused
or reshaped open edge. However, fusing indices 1 and 2 is not as straightforward for the tree shown
in (c), where 1 and 2 are not attached to a single node. On the other hand, for the same reason,
the tree shown in (c) is more suitable for fusing together indices 3 and 4. Also, if one wants to fuse
indices 1 and 2 and also indices 3 and 4, then the tree shown in (b) is the best choice. Finally, if
we wanted to fuse together indices 2 and 3, none of the trees shown in Fig. (11) are a good option.
Thus, when implementing basic tensor operations such as reshape, one may have to transform one
fusion tree into another.
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Figure 18: The fusion tree on the far left can be transformed to the fusion tree on the far right by
applying either three F -moves (the top route) or only two F -moves (the bottom route). These two
transformations must be equivalent, which leads to a constraint equation for the F -symbols called
the pentagon equation.
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Figure 19: These fusion trees can be transformed to each other by applying two F -moves. The
trees are defined in Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) with the same list σ = [−1,−1,−1,+1,+1,+1].
A given fusion tree can be transformed to another fusion tree by applying a sequence of an
elementary transformation known as an F -move. An F -move transforms a fusion tree with four
open edges, see Fig. (17). Notice that F -moves do neither change the directions of the indices, nor
the ordering of the open indices. An F -move is essentially a change of basis for the structural
tensors that correspond to the fusion trees on both sides of the equation, and the coefficients
F jdjejajbjcjabc that appear on the right-hand side are the recoupling coefficients of SU(2). They are
closely related to the well-known Wigner 6-j symbols as
F jdjejajbjcjabc = (−1)ja+jb+jc+jabc
√
(2jd + 1)(2je + 1) ·
{
ja jb jd
jc jabc je
}
. (4.10)
where the {· · · } denotes a 6-j symbol. For large fusion trees, the mappings amongst them can
always be reduced to a concatenation of pairwise mappings such as the ones shown in Fig. (17) for
a 4-index tensor. In fact it may be possible to apply different sequences of F -moves that transform
the fusion tree to a given final fusion tree. From a computational perspective one sequence may
be faster to perform than others and is therefore favorable. For example, Fig. (18) shows two
sequences of F -move that transforms the fusion tree at the far left to the one on the far right. The
top sequence is composed of three F -move, while the bottom one has only two F -moves and is
thus more computationally efficient. The fact that both sequences in Fig. (18) lead to the same
fusion tree and the same overall change of basis is thanks to the so called pentagon equation – an
important consistency constraint that is satisfied by the F -moves.
4.6 Finding the minimal sequence of F -moves to transform one fusion
tree to another
Let us consider, for example, the transformation between the following two fusion trees
τ i = {[−2,−3, 1], [1,−4, 2], [−1, 2, 3], [3, 4, 5], [4,−5,−6], [5,−7,−8]} , (4.11)
τ f = {[−2,−3, 1], [1,−4, 2], [−1, 2, 3], [3,−5, 4], [4, 5,−8], [5,−6,−7]} (4.12)
illustrated in Fig. (19). Our goal is to find the minimal number of F -moves that transform the
fusion tree τ i to the fusion tree τ f. We can start by scanning for the internal edges that differ
in the two trees τ i and τ f. These are the edges that will need to be re-organized by applying
F -moves. Note that for each internal edge there is only one possible F -move that can be applied
to move that edge. Therefore, there is a one to one correspondence between internal edges and the
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Figure 20: Two fusion trees related by a single F -move. Importantly, every fusion tree is unique
only up to a relabeling of the internal legs. This ambiguity has to be taken into account to find
the minimal number of F -moves.
possible F -moves that can applied on the tree. It turns out that there exists at least one sequence
of F -move, and therefore one sequence of internal edges that differ in the two trees, that transforms
one tree to the other. Once these edges have been identified – in this example, they correspond to
edges 4 and 5 – we can try every permutation of these indices. Here the only permutations are
[4, 5] and [5, 4] and only the sequence [4, 5] gives the correct transformation. Corresponding to each
sequence, we build the resulting fusion tree and compare it to the target fusion tree. We may find
several sequences that lead to the target tree. In this case, we select the cheapest sequence i.e.,
the one that contains the minimum number of moves. In this way, we determine the sequence of
F -moves that has to be applied.
A point to remember is that the labeling of the internal indices is not unique. For example,
consider the two fusion trees
τold = {[−2,−3, 1], [1,−4, 2], [−1, 2, 3], [3, 4, 5], [4,−5,−6], [5,−7,−8]} , (4.13)
τnew = {[−2,−3, 1], [1,−4, 2], [−1, 2, 3], [3, 5,−8], [4,−5,−6], [5, 4,−7]} (4.14)
represented in Fig. (20). As easily seen in the figure, both trees differ in exactly two nodes. Since
the labeling of the internal labels does not have any strict meaning, one could also choose the
following representation for the third tree in the figure
τ ′new = {[−2,−3, 1], [1,−4, 2], [−1, 2, 4], [4, 5,−8], [3,−5,−6], [5, 3,−7]} , (4.15)
where internal index 3 and 4 have been exchanged. Both representations τnew and τ ′new describe
exactly the same tensor. Therefore two trees are equivalent up to a relabeling of their internal
indices. However τold and τ ′new differ in more than two nodes despite being related to one another
by a single F -move. This ambiguity has to be taken into account when comparing fusion trees in
order to determine the required F -move sequence.
The next task is to determine exactly which F -move must be applied to each internal edge in
the optimal sequence. Note that the above procedure does not specify the ordering of the nodes in
the fusion trees. For instance, the two trees
τ = {[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3,−4]} , (4.16)
τ ′ = {[1,−3,−4], [−1,−2, 1]} (4.17)
together with the direction of the nodes describe exactly the same tensor (also see Sec. 4). However,
it is important to have a convention for the ordering here so that the different F -moves can be
unambiguously and consistently defined. We adopt the convention shown in Fig. (21). Each figure
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Figure 21: Convention for ordering of nodes in fusion trees, each consisting of two nodes and one
internal edge. The pair of numbers in brackets is the position (according to the node orientation
convention shown in Fig. (8)) of the internal edge in each of the two nodes.
consists of two nodes (either both fusion nodes or both splitting nodes) and one internal edge.
The numbers in brackets indicate which index of each node corresponds to the internal edge. The
bracketed pair of numbers can be used to label and distinguish these different trees on which a
particular F -move applies. Note that in the figure the two trees in the center share the same
structure (and are thus labeled by the same bracketed pair of numbers), whereas the remaining
two are different.
With these conventions, the four possible F -moves from Fig. (17) can be represented as in
Table 1 using the array notation (we use F for the ordinary F -move, F † for its inverse, F¯ for the
reversed F -move and F¯ † for the reversed inverse).
F : τ = {[α, i, δ], [β, γ, i]} [2,3]→[3,1]−−−−−−−→ τ ′ = {[α, β, i], [i, γ, δ]}
F † : τ = {[α, β, i], [i, γ, δ]} [3,1]→[2,3]−−−−−−−→ τ ′ = {[α, i, δ], [β, γ, i]}
F¯ † : τ = {[α, β, i], [i, γ, δ]} [3,1]→[2,1]−−−−−−−→ τ ′ = {[α, i, δ], [i, β, γ]}
F¯ : τ = {[α, i, δ], [i, β, γ]} [2,1]→[3,1]−−−−−−−→ τ ′ = {[α, β, i], [i, γ, δ]}
Table 1: Different F -moves, in the array notation, following our convention. The numbers in
brackets above the arrows indicate the change of trees, as defined in Fig. (21).
5 Data structure for an SU(2)-symmetric tensor
Let us summarize the discussion so far by listing the data structure that we used in our implementa-
tion to store a generic SU(2)-symmetric tensor in memory. From the point of view of implementing
symmetric tensors, a k-index SU(2)-symmetric tensor is not just a k-dimensional numerical array,
but has a rich internal structure. It is specified by the following data.
• numberOfOpenEdges: integer variable to store the number of open edges in the fusion tree
(k ≥ 0)
• numberOfInternalEdges: integer variable to store the number of internal edges in the fusion
tree (l ≥ 0)
• numberOfAuxiliaryEdges: integer variable to store the number of dummy indices in the fusion
tree (m ∈ [0, 1, 2, 3])
• listOfOpenEdges: list to store the open edges in the fusion tree with the following data for
each edge
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– edgeNumber : number label of the edge (∈ [1, . . . , k])
– edgeDirection: incoming or outgoing edge (∈ [−1,+1])
– edgeIrreps: list of irreps carried by the edge {ji, tji}
– isFused : boolean variable to indicate whether the edge was obtained by fusing other
edges (refer to Sec. 10)
– originalIrreps: list of irreps before fusion (refer to Sec. 10)
• listOfInternalEdges : list to store the internal edges in the fusion tree with the following data
for each internal edge
– edgeNumber : number label of the edge (∈ [1, . . . , l])
– edgeIrreps: list of irreps carried by the edge {ji, tji} (determined by pairwise fusing all
the open edges and applying fusion rules at each step)
• listOfChargeSectors: list to store all the charge sectors {[jint1 , jint2 , . . . , jintl , j1, j2, . . . , jk]}
(refer to Sec. 4.3)
• listOfDegeneracyTensors: list of k-dimensional numerical arrays, each one corresponding to
one entry in listOfChargeSectors (these are the variational parameters of the total symmetric
tensor)
• listOfStructuralTensors: list of k-dimensional numerical arrays, each one corresponding to
one entry in listOfChargeSectors (do not need to store this if working directly with fusion
trees)
• fusionTree: list of nodes (the τ vectors described previously in Sec. 4) that describes the
fusion tree associated with the symmetric tensor
• fusionTreeDirections: list of directions for each node in the fusion tree (see Sec. 4.1)
6 A general template for symmetric tensor operations
Having described our fundamental object – the symmetric tensor – our next goal is to describe
all the necessary symmetric tensor operations that can be used to compose any tensor network
algorithm.
1. Index reversal: reversing the direction of any index of a tensor.
2. Permuting a tensor: changing the order of the indices of a tensor.
3. Reshaping a tensor: fusing two indices of a tensor into an effective index, or splitting an
index of a tensor into two indices.
4. Contracting two tensors into a single tensor.
5. Decomposing a tensor into a product of tensors.
Our goal here is to implement these operations for a symmetric tensor. Importantly, the idea of
any implementation of symmetric tensor networks is to work directly with the degeneracy tensors,
which are much smaller than the total symmetric tensor. In order to do this, we have to describe
(and implement) how the degeneracy tensors of a symmetric tensor are updated as a result of these
operations. Any operation on the input symmetric tensor(s) generally follows these update steps:
1. Build the fusion tree of the output tensor by manipulating the input fusion tree(s) in some
way,
2. Determine the charge sectors {cout} for the output tensor,
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3. Build a table E that determines all the input charge sectors (for each input tensor) that
contribute to the update required for each output charge sector,
4. Transform the input degeneracy tensors by performing some operations on them,
5. Build the output degeneracy tensor for each output charge sector cout by combining (e.g.
adding or concatenating), possibly several, transformed input degeneracy tensors – those
that correspond to the contributing input charge sectors that appear against the entry of
cout in the table E.
In our implementation, each elementary symmetric tensor operation follows the above steps. In
the rest of the paper, we describe how to implement these elementary operations in detail.
7 Transforming the fusion tree
The transformation of fusion trees has been described in detail in Sec. 4.5. When it comes to the
actual implementation of these transformations for a full tensor with degeneracy and structural
parts (represented as fusion trees), we see that by following their definition they act as in Fig. (22).
That equation is exact, and clearly accounts for the recoupling of the coefficients in the structural
tensors. However, as stated several times throughout the paper, the structural tensors are never
explicitly stored, since we only deal with fusion trees and their array representation. Therefore, we
do not account for the effect of an F -move in the structural tensor, but in the degeneracy tensor
instead. This trick is needed in order to have the appropriate degeneracy tensors when, e.g., doing
a reshape of indices, as we shall see. Let us be more specific. Consider the general decomposition
of a 4-index tensor T ,
T =
∑
jd
P ′jdQ
′
jd
, (7.1)
with degeneracy and structural parts P ′jd and Q
′
jd
respectively. Here we are assuming that index
jd is an internal index of a given fusion tree, see Fig. (22). Let us now suppose that, for a given
reshape of indices (i.e., index fusion), the fusion tree Q′jd is not a good choice. Instead, one can
rewrite this tensor in terms of (say) an F -move and a good fusion tree, i.e.,
Q′jd =
∑
je
F jdjeQje . (7.2)
Since the transformation is applied to the structural part of the tensor, the degeneracy tensor P ′jd
can be treated as a constant factor. This means that tensor T is given by
T =
∑
jd,je
P ′jdF
jdjeQje , (7.3)
see Fig. (22). Using the standard decomposition this in turn can be rewritten as
T =
∑
je
PjeQje , (7.4)
with
Pje =
∑
jd
F jdjeP ′jd . (7.5)
The conclusion is that a change of basis (via the F -move) in the structural tensor induces also a
change of basis in the degeneracy tensor, in order to leave the overall tensor T unchanged. Thus,
changing the fusion tree in the representation of the tensor implies a change in the degeneracy
tensor as prescribed by Eq. (7.5). Notice that the structural part, or rather the fusion tree, cannot
be manipulated numerically by means of an F -move due to its analytic array form – it will be
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Figure 22: An F -move accounting for a change on a structural tensor only as described in Sec. 4.5.
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Figure 23: The same F -move as in Fig. (22) but now its whole effect is a change in the degeneracy
part only.
therefore simply replaced. The change of basis for the degeneracy tensor is then performed by
taking the inverse change of basis to that in Eq. (7.5), which is given by
P ′jd =
∑
je
F jejdPje . (7.6)
Using this equation in combination with Eq. (7.1) implies that the transformed tensor T can finally
be written as
T =
∑
jd
∑
je
F jejdPje
Q′jd , (7.7)
where Q′jd is the new fusion tree that replaces the old one, and the transformation in parenthesis
makes sure that the new degeneracy tensors suit the new fusion tree. This relation is quite
interesting, since it rewrites the tensor T in terms of a change of basis for the degeneracy tensor,
while leaving the fusion tree in the structural part unchanged, see Fig. (23).
The procedure of transforming the fusion tree of an SU(2)-symmetric tensor can be summarized
in the following steps:
1. Replace the input fusion tree by the transformed output fusion tree,
2. Determine the charge sectors for the transformed output tensor,
3. Build a table E that lists all contributing input charge sectors for each output charge sector,
together with the weight for the input degeneracy tensor given by the numerical F -moves,
4. Build the output degeneracy tensor in each output charge sector by taking linear combinations
of the input degeneracy tensors that appear in table E with their respective weights.
8 Reversing an index
Reversing the direction of an index of a regular tensor is a trivial operation. This is not the case
for a symmetric tensor though. Reversing indices in a fusion tree corresponds to changing the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that are associated with one or more nodes, and thus the updating
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Ωcupj
≡ √2j + 1 ·
ωj
Ωcapj
≡
√
2j + 1 ·
ω†j
Figure 24: Graphical representation of the CUP and CAP tensors.
the structural tensors. Furthermore, the resulting index reversed fusion tree may no longer be a
simple fusion tree and may have to be restored to a simple tree. (Recall that we have restricted
ourselves to consider only simple fusion trees). This restoration may require a sequence of F -moves,
which in turn requires updating the degeneracy tensors by taking linear combinations of the input
degeneracy tensors (refer to Sec. 4.5 about F -moves).
To reverse an index, we follow the convenient approach introduced in Ref. [15] where index
reversals are implemented by contracting the symmetric tensor with a simple 2-index tensor, along
the index to be reversed. Thus, in this approach, index reversals can be viewed as a very special
case of contracting two symmetric tensors, an operation that we will develop in full generality later.
8.1 CUP and CAP tensors
Following Ref. [15], let us introduce a 2-index symmetric tensor called “CUP”, which has two
incoming indices and will be used to reverse an outgoing index. Likewise, we introduce its inverse –
a 2-index symmetric tensor tensor called “CAP” with two outgoing indices that will be used to
reverse an incoming index. The CUP and CAP tensors are trivial in their degeneracy part, and
read as
Ωcup ≡
⊕
j
(
Idj ⊗ Ωcupj
)
, (8.1)
Ωcap ≡
⊕
j
(
Idj ⊗ Ωcapj
)
, (8.2)
where dj is the dimension of the degeneracy subspace. However, the action of CUP and CAP is
non-trivial in the structural part. Such structural parts Ωcupj and Ω
cap
j are given by
Ωcupj =
√
2j + 1 · ωj , (8.3)
Ωcapj =
√
2j + 1 · ω†j , (8.4)
where the coefficients of ω and ω† are the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that describe fusing to
or splitting from a total irrep zero, and
√
2j + 1 is a normalization factor8. This factor ensures
that the CUP and CAP tensors fulfill the relations
Ωcupj Ω
cap
j = Ω
cap
j Ω
cup
j = I2j+1. (8.6)
This relation simply means that the CUP and CAP tensor are the simple matrix inverse of each
other. The graphical representation of the CUP and CAP tensors is shown in Fig. (24).
8The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, encoded in ω and ω†, that describe the fusion of two copies of irrep j into zero
are not normalized. They are given by
〈j,m; j,m′|0, 0〉 = (−1)
j−m
√
2j + 1
δm,−m′ (8.5)
and the conjugate transpose thereof.
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Figure 25: Classification of possible index reversals for a 3-index symmetric tensor.
8.2 Tensors with small number of indices
Let us first consider the reversal of indices for tensors of with 1 (vectors), 2 (matrices) and 3
indices. For tensors with one index, the label of the single index can only be (0, t0), since an
SU(2)-invariant vector can only have total spin 0 (i.e., be a singlet), also see Fig. (12). This implies
that the structural part is a 1-index intertwiner with spin 0, i.e., it is a scalar and is equal to 1. In
other words, the structural part of a 1-index tensor is trivial. Thus, in this case, index reversal has
no effect on the structural part, and thus also does not requiring updating the degeneracy part
either. For 2-index tensors, their structural part is a set of Clebsch-Gordan tensors where one of
the indices are fixed to irrep 0. Thus, reversing an index of a 2-index tensor can be analyzed as a
particular case of index reversals for 3-index tensors.
The case of 3-index tensors requires more attention. However, following an index reversal,
the degeneracy tensors for 3-index tensors are only multiplied by a factor, which comes from the
corresponding index reversal in the fusion tree, as we will describe below. This is a particularity
of the reversal operations and generally, as mentioned previously, the degeneracy tensors are
updated by taking linear combinations of the input degeneracy tensors. Therefore, in the following
discussion, we will only focus on the index reversal in the fusion tree (which, in this case, is just a
single fusion or splitting node) and determine the corresponding factors, which are then multiplied
with the degeneracy tensors.
In Fig. (25) we list all the possibilities for reversing an index for 3-index tensors. Let us discuss
in more detail how to implement such reversals in practice. To begin with, we consider reversing
the outgoing index of a fusion tree that is simply a fusion node, see Fig. (26). This reversal requires
a very simple update (of the data structure) of the symmetric tensor. We simply expand the fusion
tree as shown in the figure. The degeneracy tensors are multiplied by the resulting factor. On the
other hand, reversing an incoming index of a fusion node does not lead to an expanded fusion tree,
but instead replaces it with a splitting node. This also introduces a factor, given as an F -symbol,
as shown in Fig. (27). In order to update the symmetric tensor, we determine the factor for each
charge sector and absorb it in to the corresponding degeneracy tensor (resulting in the updated
degeneracy tensors). The case of splitting tensors can be dealt with similarly, see Fig. (28) and
Fig. (29).
The F -symbols that are appear above can be read off from the figures by making the use the
graphical representation of a single F -symbol shown in Fig. (30).
8.3 Tensors with more than three indices
The general idea for implementing the index reversal in tensors with more than three indices reuses
factor diagrams shown in the previous section for 3-index tensors, but applied only to a part of the
fusion tree. For example, the numerical factors that enter the update for the reversal of index 4
of the fusion tree shown in Fig. (31) are determined by the highlighted node only, whereas the
remaining nodes play no role here.
However, index reversal is not always as straightforward as in the case shown in Fig. (31) or
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Figure 26: Reversal of the outgoing index on a fusion node using Ωcup.
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Figure 27: Reversal of incoming indices on a fusion node using Ωcap.
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Figure 28: Reversal of outgoing indices on a splitting node using Ωcup.
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Figure 29: Reversal of the incoming index on a splitting node using Ωcap.
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Figure 30: The diagram on the left is equal to the identity times an F -symbol.
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Figure 31: Reversing index 4 in this fusion tree only affects the highlighted node.
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Figure 32: Reversal of the same index for different fusion trees. On the right one can see that the
reversal in an unprepared tree results in an unwanted yoga fusion tree.
the one shown in Fig. (32)(a). Consider, for instance, the index reversal shown in Fig. (32)(b). In
this case, reversing an index leads to an intermediate yoga fusion tree. In order to avoid this, and
remain within the set of simple fusion trees, we can first transform the tree (by applying F -moves)
such that the subsequent index reversal does not lead to a yoga fusion tree, see e.g. Fig. (33).
Finally, in our implementation we only allow reversals of indices that are located at the edge of
the fusion tree. In order to reverse an index that is not at the edge of the fusion tree, an index
permutation must be introduced. We explain this next.
9 Permutation of indices
Permuting indices of a regular tensor, namely, a numerical array corresponds to simply shuffling
the tensor components. However, updating a symmetric tensor after permuting indices is more
involved, since once again we focus on updating only the degeneracy tensors.
9.1 R-symbols
As also considered in Ref. [15], we find it convenient to implement a generic permutation as a
sequence of swaps. We will restrict to swaps of indices that (i) have the same direction, (ii) appear
at neighbouring locations in the fusion tree, and (iii) belong to the same node. (Two indices
with different directions can be swapped by first reversing one of the indices, swapping, and then
inverting the reversal.) As we discuss below, such a swap introduces only a factor, which is given
by the R-symbol of SU(2)
Rswapja,jb→jc = R
swap
jc→ja,jb = (−1)ja+jb−jc , (9.1)
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Figure 33: Preparing index 5 to be reversed, so that the reversed index appears either on the same
node or in the node closest to its successor index.
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Figure 34: Swap two indices in a fusion (splitting) node is equal to a fusion (splitting) node times
a R-symbol.
see Fig. (34). (We remark that for an anyon model, the swap is replaced by the braiding operator,
and clockwise and counterclockwise braiding generally correspond to different R-symbols.)
9.2 Tensors with three indices
Let us be more specific by considering the example of a 3-index symmetric tensor T . We can swap
two of its indices (that have the same direction) by swapping indices of the blocks Tjajbjc in each
charge sector. We obtain
Tjajbjc
permutation−−−−−−−−−→ Tjbjajc = Pjbjajc ⊗Qjbjajc . (9.2)
In the above equation, the swap of indices in the degeneracy tensor P can be done as usual for
regular tensors (that is, by simply shuffling components). However, the swapped structural tensors
Q are related to the input ones by the R-symbols,
Q′jbjajc = R
swap
ja,jb→jcQjajbjc , (9.3)
The R-factor can be absorbed into the swapped degeneracy tensor, so that we have
P ′jbjajc = R
swap
ja,jb→jcPjajbjc . (9.4)
Thus, swapping indices amounts to updating the fusion tree (swapping all the irreps associated
with the two indices), and the degeneracy tensors according to Eq. (9.4). Note that as for the
reversal operations one does not need to take linear combinations of degeneracy tensors here.
Let us explain how the algorithm proceeds more concretely. To this end, let us consider a
3-index tensor with two ingoing and one outgoing index that has irreps and directions as listed in
Table 2.
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index irreps direction
1 j =
[
0, 12
] −1
2 j =
[
0, 1
] −1
3 j =
[
0, 12 , 1,
3
2
]
+1
Table 2: Index data for a possible 3-index tensor before swap.
The list of valid charge sectors can be determined e.g. using the procedure described in Sec. 4.3
and is given by
listOfChargeSectors =
{
[0, 0, 0] , [0, 1, 1] ,
[
1
2
, 0,
1
2
]
,
[
1
2
, 1,
1
2
]
,
[
1
2
, 1,
3
2
]}
. (9.5)
After swapping indices 1 and 2, the updated 3-index tensor will have irreps and directions as listed
in Table 3. One then has to determine the valid charge sectors for the swapped tensor (again e.g.
index irreps direction
1 j =
[
0, 1
] −1
2 j =
[
0, 12
] −1
3 j =
[
0, 12 , 1,
3
2
]
+1
Table 3: Index data after swap.
using the procedure described in Sec. 4.3). Following Eq. (9.5), the updated list of charge sectors
is given by
listOfChargeSectors =
{
[0, 0, 0] ,
[
0,
1
2
,
1
2
]
, [1, 0, 1] ,
[
1,
1
2
,
1
2
]
,
[
1,
1
2
,
3
2
]}
. (9.6)
Alternatively, one could determine the charge sectors by simply swapping elements of each vector
in Eq. (9.5) as
listOfChargeSectors =
{
[0, 0, 0] , [1, 0, 1] ,
[
0,
1
2
,
1
2
]
,
[
1,
1
2
,
1
2
]
,
[
1,
1
2
,
3
2
]}
. (9.7)
The two lists above have the same elements, and one can work with either one. However, in our
implementation we found it convenient to work with the first option, which always produces a
sorted list of charge sectors. Applying the transformation in Eq. (9.4) the new degeneracy tensors
become
P ′000 = +permute(P000, [2, 1, 3])
P ′0 12 12 = +permute(P 12 0 12 , [2, 1, 3])
P ′101 = +permute(P011, [2, 1, 3])
P ′1 12 12 = −permute(P 12 1 12 , [2, 1, 3])
P ′1 12 32 = +permute(P 12 1 32 , [2, 1, 3]) .
(9.8)
9.3 Tensors with more than three indices
Since swaps are allowed only for indices that belong to the same node of the fusion tree, swapping
indices that belong to the same node in a tensor with more than three indices essentially reduces to
the case of 3-index tensors. If, however, we want to swap neighbouring indices that do not belong
to the same node, we would first have to transform the fusion tree via F -moves to bring the two
indices on the same node, see e.g. Fig. (35).
The sequence of swaps that implement a given index permutation can be determined by means
of the bubble sort algorithm [26], a simple algorithm that is based on repeated pairwise comparisons
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Figure 35: An example of the sequence of operations to swap two indices not belonging to the
same node. The final tree could be brought back to its original form while having swapped indices,
if required.
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Figure 36: Permuting a 6-index tensor involves applying a sequence of swaps on the fusion tree
(left). All the swaps are indicated with respect to the blue number labels for the edges.
to sort a list. Consider, for example, the permutation perm = [3, 1, 4, 2, 5, 6] of a fictitious 6-index
tensor. The algorithm would perform the permutation following three swaps, namely those of
positions [1, 2], [3, 4] and finally [2, 3]. If we now start from the initial, sorted vector and apply the
sequence in reverse order we end up with the desired permutation
perm : [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] −→ [1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6] −→ [1, 3, 4, 2, 5, 6] −→ [3, 1, 4, 2, 5, 6]. (9.9)
The fusion trees for this procedure could look as in Fig. (36), where the three swaps are applied in
reverse. In this case, each swap is also preceded by a transformation of the fusion tree by applying
F -moves in order to move indices to the same node in preparation for the swap.
10 Reshaping a tensor
Another common operation in tensor network algorithms is “reshaping” a tensor. That is, obtaining
a new tensor by fusing together indices or splitting back an index into several indices. We will
restrict to fusing together only two neighbouring indices into one index or splitting an index into
two neighbouring indices. We will also restrict to fusing indices that have the same direction.
Similarly, an index with a given direction is split into two indices that have the same direction, such
that the resulting two indices can be fused together to recover the original index. More general
reshapes can be implemented by composing these basic fusion and splitting operations with index
reversals and index permutations that were described previously.
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10.1 Fusion of two indices
Let us illustrate the implementation of fusion with an example of a 3-index symmetric tensor Tabc
with one incoming index a and two outgoing indices b and c. The irreps and degeneracies for each
index of T are listed in Table 4.
index irreps and degeneracies {ji, ti}
a {[0, 1, 2], [1, 2, 3]}
b {[0, 1], [1, 4]}
c {[0, 1], [1, 6]}
Table 4: Example of irreps and degeneracies for the fusion of a 3-index tensor.
It is easy to determine all the valid charge sectors, which are listed below.
listOfChargeSectors = {[0, 0, 0] , [0, 1, 1] , [1, 0, 1] , [1, 1, 0] , [1, 1, 1] , [2, 1, 1]}. (10.1)
These charge sectors label the various degeneracy tensors of T , namely,
{P0,0,0, P0,1,1, P1,0,1, P1,1,0, P1,1,1, P2,1,1}. (10.2)
Now let us fuse index b and c into a new outgoing index d to obtain a 2-index tensor T ′ad. The
irrep decomposition of the fused index d can be easily obtained by decomposing the tensor product
space V(b) ⊗ V(c) as a direct sum of irreps. The resulting irreps and degeneracies that appear on
the fused index are listed in Table 5.
After the fusion the possible charge sectors of T ′ are given by
listOfChargeSectors = {[0, 0] , [1, 1] , [2, 2]}, (10.3)
and denote the corresponding degeneracy tensors as {P ′0,0, P ′1,1, P ′2,2}. Our goal is to determine
these degeneracy tensors and the fusion tree of T ′ directly from the degeneracy tensors and fusion
tree of T respectively. One begins by identifying which input charge sectors contribute to each
of the output charge sectors, in accordance with the fusion rules. The result is shown in Table 6.
The information in Table 6 tells us how to compose the P ′ degeneracy tensors from P degeneracy
tensors. For example, the degeneracy tensor P ′0,0 is obtained by reshaping the corresponding two
input degeneracy tensors – P0,0,0 and P0,1,1 – into 2-index tensors by fusing together indices tb and
tc, and then concatenating them. We denote this operation as
P ′0,0 = P0,(0,0) ◦ P0,(1,1), (10.4)
where, for example, P0,(0,0) denotes the 2-index tensor obtained by fusing indices tb and tc (indicated
by bracketing the indices) of the 3-index tensor P0,0,0, and ◦ denotes the concatenation of arrays
along the dimension that has the same size in the two arrays (row-wise in this case). Here P0,(0,0) is
a 1× 1 array whereas P0,(1,1) is 1× 24 array, and the resulting P ′0,0 is a 1× 25 array. The remaining
P ′ degeneracy tensors can be obtained in a similar way. We have
P ′1,1 = P1,(0,1) ◦ P1,(1,0) ◦ P1,(1,1), (10.5)
P ′2,2 = P2,(1,1), (10.6)
where P ′1,1 is a 2× 34 array that is obtained by concatenating P1,(0,1) (a 2× 6 array), P1,(1,0) (a
2× 4 array), and P1,(1,1) (a 2× 24 array). On the other hand, the degeneracy tensor P ′2,2 is simply
index irreps and degeneracies {ji, ti}
1 {[0, 1, 2], [1, 2, 3]}
2 {[0, 1, 2], [25, 34, 24]}
Table 5: Irreps and degeneracies after fusing indices 2 and 3 from Table 4.
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output charge sector contributing input charge sectors
[0, 0] {[0, 0, 0] , [0, 1, 1]}
[1, 1] {[1, 0, 1] , [1, 1, 0] , [1, 1, 1]}
[2, 2] {[2, 1, 1]}
Table 6: Map between the charge sectors of the input and the output tensor. Each degeneracy tensor
corresponding to one of the output charge sectors is constructed by combining the transformed
input degeneracy tensors that correspond to the contributing input charge sectors.
the reshaped tensor P2,(1,1) since there are no other contributing input degeneracy tensors in this
case.
Having determined all the degeneracy tensors of T ′, its fusion tree is obtained from that of T
by simply deleting the one node, and introducing a dummy index to represent a fusion vertex that
corresponds to the identity.
10.2 Tensors with more than three indices
Notice that the structural tensors did not play any role in the fusion of the simple case of a 3-index
tensor as described in the previous section. This will remain the case for fusion in a tensor with
more indices as long as the two indices to be fused belong to the same node and have the same
direction. This is the elementary fusion operation that we will restrict ourselves to. Recall that a
more general reshape can be obtained by composing this elementary fusion with index reversals
and permutations. The fusion procedure for tensors with more than three indices proceeds as for
the 3-index case:
1. Determine the irreps on the fused index,
2. Determine the charge sectors for the reshaped tensor,
3. Build a table E that lists all contributing input charge sectors for each output charge sector,
4. Reshape each of the input degeneracy tensors by fusing the two indices,
5. Build the output degeneracy tensor in each output charge sector by concatenating the
corresponding input degeneracy tensors that appear in table E.
The update of the fusion tree is quite straightforward. One only has to remove a node, which is
attached to the two indices that are fused, from the fusion tree, and update its data structure
accordingly.
Let us illustrate the update of the fusion tree data structure for the fusions illustrated in
Fig. (37). Figure (a) shows the fusion of indices [2, 3] into a new index 2, and figure (b) on the
right shows the fusion of indices [3, 4] into a new index 3.
Consider now a possible charge sector. First, for the input tree in Fig. (37)(a) lets choose the
charge sector c(a) listed in Fig. (38). Recall our convention for labeling charge sectors (introduced
in Sec. 4.3): irreps on the internal indices of a fusion tree appear first, followed by irreps on the
open indices. Thus, the first three entries from the left in c(a) are the irreps for the three internal
indices of the input tree in Fig. (37)(a), and the last six entries are the irreps for the open indices.
After fusing the open indices 2 and 3, an internal index disappears and we obtain the tree shown on
the right-hand side of Fig. (37)(a). The charge sector for the fused tree is listed as c′(a) in Fig. (38).
Notice that the internal index that disappears becomes the open fused index of the updated tree,
as indicated by the green labels in Fig. (38). The analogous update for a different fusion is shown
in Fig. (37)(b). A possible charge sector for this tree is listed in Fig. (39). In this case, the second
internal index is removed, and becomes the open fused index.
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Figure 37: Fusion of two indices for two different possible fusion trees of a 6-index tensor.
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Figure 38: Sorting of possible charge sectors for the fusion indices 2 and 3 in Fig. (37)(a). The
arrows indicate the internal indices that remain after fusion. The charge (irrep) of the internal
index that disappears fixes the value of the charge for the fused index, which we show in green.
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Figure 39: Sorting of possible charge sectors for the fusion indices 3 and 4 in Fig. (37)(b). The
arrows indicate the internal indices that remain after fusion. The charge of the internal index that
disappears fixes the value of the charge for the fused index, which we show in green.
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10.3 Splitting back indices: reversing fusion
So far we have only discussed fusion of indices. We may also want to reverse a fusion, that is, split
back a fused index into the constituent indices. In this section, we describe how to reverse a fusion
process. In order to reverse a multi-step fusion, we must keep track of how indices are pairwise
fused at each step. This information must be created and appended to the data structure of the
tensor during fusion.
In our implementation, we introduced a particular internal structure for each index that records
the fusion history of the index. To see how it works, let us consider a tensor with five indices, each
with the same direction (say all outgoing). Each index can carry multiple irreps and degeneracies,
ji = {[ji1, ji2, . . . .], [tji1 , tji2 , . . .]}. (10.7)
Let us imagine that all the five indices of the tensor are fused to obtain a 1-index tensor (a vector)
according to the sequence
{j1, j2, j3, j4, j5} j4⊗j5−−−−→ {j1, j2, j3, j′4}
j3⊗j′4−−−−→ {j1, j2, j′3} j1⊗j2−−−−→ {j′1, j′3}
j′1⊗j′3−−−−→ {j′′1 } (10.8)
of pairwise fusions. Here we have j′4 = j4⊗ j5, j′3 = j3⊗ j′4, j′1 = j1⊗ j2 and j′′1 = j′1⊗ j′3. The lists
of irreps that appear on the successively fused indices can be easily computed, and this information
needs to be restored to split back the vector into the original 5-index tensor. To achieve this in
practice, we store each index as a separate object of a dedicated class, which includes the fusion
history of the index (refer to Sec. 5 for the overview about the stored information in the tensor).
The fused index, e.g., the one resulting after the first step in Eq. (10.8), becomes the new fourth
index of the reshaped tensor (after step 1), with irreps and degeneracies j′4. Its direction is the
same as the direction of the two indices that were fused. Additionally, we store the fusion history
j′,history4 = {j′4, j4, j5} . (10.9)
The history becomes nested after the next fusion step in which a regular index is combined with
an already fused index. This yields
j′,history3 = {j′3, j3, {j′4, j4, j5}} . (10.10)
The history for the remaining steps is
j′,history1 = {j′1, j1, j2} , (10.11)
j′′,history1 = {j′′1 , {j′1, j1, j2} , {j′3, j3, {j′4, j4, j5}}} . (10.12)
Once the fusion history is recorded in this way, one can reverse the fusion following these steps:
1. Determine the charge sectors for the output tensor,
2. Build a table E that lists all contributing input charge sectors for each output charge sector,
3. Break the degeneracy tensor in each input charge sector into pieces (i.e. reverse the con-
catenation effected during the fusion). The fusion histories of each index are sorted in the
order of the concatenation of the block – combining this information with the dimensions of
the degeneracy tensors of the output contained in the fusion history, the input degeneracy
tensors can be appropriately sliced back. Each sliced degeneracy tensor corresponds to an
output degeneracy tensor labeled by an output charge sector.
4. Reshape the output degeneracy tensor in each output charge sector by splitting back the
fused indices.
The update of the fusion tree requires adding nodes in this case. The necessary information required
for this task can also be derived from the fusion histories.
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11 Tensor contraction
Next, we turn to contraction of a tensor network. Since a tensor network can be contracted by
pairwise contracting the tensors in some sequence, we will focus on the contraction of two tensors. A
common way to contract two regular tensors is to reshape each of the two tensors to an appropriate
matrix (by separating out all indices that are contracted from those that are left open and fusing
these two sets of indices into two thicker indices), multiplying the two matrices, and then reshaping
the resulting matrix into a tensor by splitting back the fused indices. This contraction can be
implemented by composing index reversals, permutations and fusions. (The MATLAB function
ncon [27] implements tensor contraction in this way.)
In previous sections, we have described how to implement these operations for symmetric tensors.
Thus, a possible implementation of a symmetric tensor contraction is to simply implement the regular
procedure outlined above by means of symmetric operations. However, in our implementation, we
restricted to a subset of all possible tensor contraction scenarios in order to work with only simple
fusion trees. Therefore, the input tensors must be prepared in a certain way before the contraction
can proceed, as described below.
1) Matching of contracted indices.- In a regular tensor contraction, the contracted indices
must match (be identical) in the two tensors. In our implementation, we require that the indices
to be contracted not only match in the two tensors but also that (i) they appear in neighbouring
locations in the fusion tree, (ii) all the contracted indices have a common parent node in the fusion
tree of both the tensors, and (iii) and these parent fusion trees are the same in the two tensors.
This is necessary to ensure that the part of the combined fusion tree that involves the contracted
legs can be simplified and removed from the final tree. Generally, this will require preparing the
tensors by permuting and transforming the fusion trees of the two tensors. See, for example, the
two cases in Fig. (40). The top fusion tree on the left-hand side needs to be pre-processed before
contraction by applying F -moves, resulting in the fusion tree shown on the right-hand side, which
is now ready for contraction. Another type of preprocessing of one of the input tensors is required
if the contraction yields a loop in the combined fusion tree that incorporates one or more open legs.
In this case one would need to apply a permutation before contracting the tensors, as demonstrated
in Fig. (42).
2) The output fusion tree.- We will require that the output fusion tree is a simple fusion
tree, and most contractions can, in fact, be prepared so that this is the case. But it is possible that
the output tree is a yoga as in Fig. (41) or a monster fusion tree, if the tensors are not prepared
carefully. (Notice that the tensor operations that we described in previous sections never resulted
in yoga or a monster trees.) Therefore, for completeness we describe how to transform a yoga
fusion tree to a simple fusion tree in Sec. 11.2. The corresponding transformation for a monster
fusion tree also includes index reversals but will not be presented in this guide.
3) Tensor trace.- One may also encounter situations where two indices of the same tensor are
contracted together, i.e., a partial trace of a tensor is taken. Consider for example the contraction
in Fig. (43) for a 5-index tensors. Tensor traces can be implemented by reversing one of the indices,
and then contracting with a 2-index identity tensor.
Contraction of two symmetric tensors involves the following three distinct steps:
1. Merge the fusion trees to obtain the output fusion tree.
2. Build a table E that lists all contributing pairs of input charge sectors (corresponding to the
two tensors) for each output charge sector.
3. For each output charge sector, the corresponding degeneracy tensor is obtained by contracting
together (e.g. using the function ncon) and adding all the pairs of input degeneracy tensors
that appear in table E.
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Figure 40: Transforming the top tree on the left as shown simplifies the subsequent contraction of
the two fusion trees.
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Figure 41: A contraction that leads to a yoga fusion tree.
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Figure 42: Contractions of fusion trees may involve permutations before contracting.
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Figure 43: Partial trace as a contraction with the Identity.
11.1 Some programming aspects
In this section, we discuss some of the programming aspects for contracting two tensors, once
they have been prepared as described above. We will focus mostly on how to merge the two input
fusion trees, since the remaining two steps of tensor contraction are relatively straightforward to
implement.
Let us consider a simple example, where we assume the contraction of a 5-index and a 4-index
tensor, as shown in Fig. (45). First of all, we have the following arrays describing the two fusion
trees:
τ1 = {[−1,−2, 1], [1, 2,−5], [2,−3,−4]}, (11.1)
τ2 = {[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3,−4]}. (11.2)
Once again we omit the vector of orientations for the nodes because of the visualization of the trees.
In order to carry out the contraction, we define an array describing which indices are contracted
from each tensor, and which indices are not. For this we follow the index numbering conventions
used in the ncon MATLAB function [27] for regular tensors: open indices are labeled with negative
integers, and contracted indices with positive integers. For this example, we have
L = {[−3,−4, 1, 2,−2], [1, 2,−1,−5]}, (11.3)
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Figure 44: In order to perform the contraction to the left the trees need to be modified in such a
way that the loop in the spin network simplifies to the identity.
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Figure 45: A possible contraction between a 5-index and 4-index symmetric tensor.
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where the first vector labels the indices of the first tensor, and the second vector those of the
second tensor. With this numbering, it is apparent that indices 3 and 4 of the first tensor are
contracted with indices 1 and 2 of the second tensor. Note also that the numbering of the open
indices indicates the order in which they appear in the resulting tensor (just like in the ncon
function).
Next, we label the internal indices of both fusion trees with consecutive positive integers, that
is, if the first fusion tree has k internal edges and the second one has k′ internal edges, we label the
internal edges of the first tree with labels in 1 to k, and the internal edges of the second fusion tree
with labels from k + 1 to k + k′. With this new labeling, the two fusion trees can be described by
the new τ vectors:
τ ′1 = {[−1,−2, 1], [1, 2,−5], [2,−3,−4]},
τ ′2 = {[−1,−2, 3], [3,−3,−4]}.
(11.4)
However, for subsequent use we also store a list internalLegReplacements of both the old and new
labels of each internal index,
internalLegReplacements = {{[1, 1], [2, 2]}, {[1, 3]}}. (11.5)
Each vector in this list corresponds to an internal index, first entry of the vector is the old label,
and the second entry is the new label. This list is required to keep track of and match the charge
sectors in the two tensors, as we shall see later. Next, we search array L for the indices in each
fusion tree that are contracted, and update the labels in τ ′1 and τ ′2 with the new consecutive labels
set in Eq. (11.4). This gives
τ ′1 = {[−1,−2, 1], [1, 2,−5], [2, 4, 5]}, (11.6)
τ ′2 = {[4, 5, 3], [3,−3,−4]}. (11.7)
Next, we initialize an array matchIrrepsOnLegs which stores the pairs of indices that are contracted
(to aid in checking for matching conditions later). We also initialize a second list matchingLegIsOpen
that keeps track of which of these indices correspond to open indices in the output fusion tree
(using 0 to label the contracted indices, and 1 to label the open indices). In our case, these two
lists are
matchIrrepsOnLegs = {[−3,−1], [−4,−2]}, (11.8)
matchingLegIsOpen = {[0, 0], [0, 0]}. (11.9)
We store these two lists for later use. The next step is to build the output fusion tree by merging
the two input fusion trees τ ′1 and τ ′2. To this end, first we update the labels of the open indices in
τ ′1 and τ ′2 with those specified in the array L, which gives
τ ′′1 = {[−3,−4, 1], [1, 2,−2], [2, 4, 5]}, (11.10)
τ ′′2 = {[4, 5, 3], [3,−1,−5]}. (11.11)
We also store an array openLegReplacements specifying which open indices were updated in the
previous step,
openLegReplacements = {{[−1,−3], [−2,−4], [−5,−2]}, {[−3,−1], [−4,−5]}}. (11.12)
which follows the same convention as Eq. (11.5). As is apparent, the resulting tree contains a
closed loop, which should be removed. In order to remove loops, we scan the tree for nodes that
have two internal indices on positions [1, 2] (fusion node) or positions [2, 3] (splitting node). If we
find two such nodes whose labels for these internal indices match, then we have found a loop. The
only thing left to do is to delete the two nodes from the tree and set the labels of the remaining
index of each of these two nodes to the same value, (shown in green below)
τ = {[−3,−4, 1], [1, 2,−2], [2, 4, 5], [4, 5, 3], [3,−1,−5]}, (11.13)
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Figure 46: A possible contraction between a 5-index and 3-index symmetric tensor.
where we have chosen the smaller index label for the reset. We obtain
τ ′ = {[−3,−4, 1], [1, 2,−2], [2,−1,−5]}. (11.14)
When a loop is found, we also update the lists matchIrrepsOnLegs and matchingLegIsPhysical as
matchIrrepsOnLegs = {[−3,−1], [−4,−2], [2, 3]}, (11.15)
matchingLegIsOpen = {[0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 0]}. (11.16)
After all loops have been removed (in our case we just had the one loop), we have obtained the
output fusion tree. Finally, we use the list internalLegReplacements to restore the internal indices
to their original value from the list matchIrrepsOnLegs. We have
matchIrrepsOnLegs = {[−3,−1], [−4,−2], [2, 1]} , (11.17)
where each element specifies the respective index of the first and the second fusion trees for which
the irreps have to match. Since the list matchingLegIsOpen is full of zeros, it means that all entries
in matchIrrepsOnLegs are internal indices of the new fusion tree. The last step of the contraction
is to ensure that the irreps of the indices in matchIrrepsOnLegs actually match. Notice that, by
doing it in this way, we are sure that this list includes also those internal indices that end up in
the output tree after the simplification of a loop.
In the case discussed above we only need the list internalLegReplacements at the last step, and
not the list openLegReplacements. However, there are situations where this last list is also needed.
Take, for example, the contraction of a 5-index and a 3-index tensor as shown in Fig. (46). The
two fusion trees are
τ1 = {[−1,−2, 1], [1, 2,−5], [2,−3,−4]}, (11.18)
τ2 = {[−1,−2,−3]}, (11.19)
and the final order is chosen arbitrarily. After merging the two trees and removing the loop, we
obtain the lists
physicalLegReplacements = {{[−1,−3], [−2,−2], [−5,−4]}, {[−3,−1]}}, (11.20)
matchIrrepsOnLegs = {[−3,−1], [−4,−2], [2,−1]}, (11.21)
matchingLegIsOpen = {[0, 0], [0, 0], [0, 1]}. (11.22)
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Thus, we have a situation where the irreps of an open index in the second fusion tree need to be
checked. However, −1 is a label of the merged fusion tree and needs to be reverse-updated. The
final list is therefore given by
matchIrrepsOnLegs = {[−3,−1], [−4,−2], [2,−3]}. (11.23)
For completeness, notice that there are also cases in which matchingLegIsOpen shows an entry
[1, 1], e.g., when contracting a splitting and a fusion node. Such cases can be dealt with similarly.
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Figure 47: A possible contraction between a 3-index and 2-index symmetric tensor.
As a last example, we consider the contraction of a tensor with a matrix, since here the fusion
trees contain a “dummy index” on one of the nodes. The same procedure applies to contractions
which involve tensors whose indices all have the same direction. Consider the contraction of a
3-index and a 2-index tensor according to Fig. (47). Merging the two updated fusion trees yields a
valid tree decomposition of the resulting 3-index tensor described by
τ = {[−1,−2, 1], [1,−3, 0]}. (11.24)
However, since one of the nodes contains a “dummy index” (labeled by 0), the tree can be further
simplified. To do this, we scan for nodes with some index label equal to 0. If such a node is found,
then we consider the only internal index in this node and find the other node that is connected by
this index. We do this to replace the internal index in the second node by the open index of the
first node. Next, we delete the first node. The resulting tree is
τ ′ = {[−1,−2,−3]}, (11.25)
as expected from the figure.
The algorithm described above can be easily applied to merged fusion trees with multiple
loops, which can be both nested and parallel, see Fig. (48)). Furthermore, it also keeps track of
which index of the input fusion trees corresponds to which indices of the output fusion tree. This
is necessary in order to compare the charge sectors of the tensors before and after contraction.
Consider the contraction shown in Fig. (49). For the input tensors the charge sectors are denoted
by
chargeSectors1 = [jint,1, jint,2, j1, j2, j3, j4, j5], (11.26)
chargeSectors2 = [j
′
int,1, j
′
1, j
′
2, j
′
3, j
′
4]. (11.27)
All matching configurations in the contraction need to fulfill j4 = j′1 and j5 = j′2, but also
jint,2 = j
′
int,1 due to the loop in the fusion tree. The remaining entries of the two input lists of
charge sectors are then merged into a single one, which will be compared to the list of charge
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Figure 48: Contraction of two fusion trees involving two nested loops (left) and two parallel loops
(right).
sectors for the contracted tensor. During this process, we also must ensure that the degeneracies of
the irreps also match.
As an example of matching the degeneracies of irreps, consider again the contraction shown in
Fig. (49) with irreps j = [0, 1, 2] and degeneracies t = [3, 4, 5] for each index. A possible degeneracy
contraction is one for the charge sectors
C1 = [1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 0, 2], (11.28)
C2 = [2, 0, 2, 1, 1], (11.29)
where quantum numbers in the same (non-black) color must match. The corresponding degeneracy
tensors for these blocks have dimensions
dim(degeneracyTensor(C1)) = [4, 3, 4, 3, 5], (11.30)
dim(degeneracyTensor(C2)) = [3, 5, 4, 4]. (11.31)
where again, the colored labels must match. Notice that this ensures that the indices being
contracted in the degeneracy tensors are of the same size. The resulting block in the new tensor
will then have the charge sector
Cfinal = [1, 2, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1] (11.32)
following the labeling convention given in the figure. The two corresponding degeneracy tensors will
be contracted (e.g. using the function ncon) to yield the output degeneracy tensor with dimensions
dim(degeneracyTensor(Cfinal)) = [4, 3, 4, 4, 4].
11.2 Transforming yoga fusion trees to simple fusion trees
Following the contraction procedure described in the previous section, some tensor contractions may
result in yoga fusion trees. A typical example is the contraction of two matrix product operators
(MPOs), which results in yoga fusion trees of the type illustrated in Fig. (50).
Any yoga tree contains one or more elementary yoga subtrees that are shown in Fig. (51).
Fortunately, these elementary yoga trees can be transformed into simple trees, which we prefer in
our implementation, by inserting resolutions of the identity (comprised of fusion and splitting) and
applying an F -move. These transformations are shown in Fig. (52) and Fig. (53). The degeneracy
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Figure 49: A possible contraction between a 5-index and 4-index symmetric tensor.
tensors have to be updated by taking linear combinations of the input degeneracy tensors with
some weights that result from transforming the corresponding fusion trees.
However, these weights are not the ones that are depicted in the Fig. (52) and Fig. (53). The
transformations depicted in these figures express each input degeneracy tensor (in any given charge
sector) as a linear combination of the updated degeneracy tensors. Thus, to update the degeneracy
tensors we have to invert this transformation.
To this end, for every charge sector of the yoga fusion tree we first find the corresponding
charge sectors of the resulting simple fusion tree that appear in the sums depicted in Fig. (52) and
Fig. (53). For each such pair of charge sectors we determine the corresponding numerical factor
(given by the F -move) and store it in a matrix T , whose rows label the charge sectors for the yoga
fusion tree and the columns label the charge sectors for the simple fusion tree:
T =
new chargeSectors
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . . .

ol
d
ch
ar
ge
Se
ct
or
s 1 F11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 F21 0 0 F24 0 0 0 F28 0 . . .
3 0 F32 0 0 0 F36 0 0 0
4 0 0 F43 0 0 F46 F47 0 0 . . .
5 0 0 0 0 F55 0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
(11.33)
The matrix T corresponds to the transformations shown in the figures, and encodes the basis
change from the yoga to the simple fusion tree. But here we want the basis change from the simple
fusion tree to the yoga fusion tree (so that we can take linear combinations of the yoga degeneracy
tensors with appropriate weights to determine the updated degeneracy tensors). This is given by
the inverse transformation T †. The inverse transformations could have been constructed directly
by e.g. starting with the simple fusion tree, reversing indices 2 and 3, introducing resolutions of
identity (by means of fusing indices 1 and 3 (and 2 and 4), and splitting the fused index back to
indices 1 and 3 (2 and 4), and finally reversing back indices 2 and 3. The factors resulting from
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j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
transform
j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
Figure 50: A yoga fusion tree (left) that can result after the contraction of two matrix product
operators, but can be transformed to a simple fusion tree.
j1 j2
j4j3
j1 j2
j4j3
Figure 51: Elementary yoga trees.
this transformation are (and must be) the same as those in the matrix T †.
12 Symmetric Singular Value Decomposition
Any rectangular matrix M ∈ Cm×n of arbitrary size can be decomposed into
M = UΛV † , (12.1)
where U ∈ Cm×m and V † ∈ Cn×n are unitary matrices and Λ ∈ Rm×n is a matrix whose
only non-zero components are along the diagonal. The diagonal entries are usually arranged in
descending order λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λr, where r = min(m,n), and are called the singular values of
M . The decomposition Eq. (12.1) is called the singular value decomposition (SVD) of M . This
decomposition often appears in tensor network algorithms as a means to discard irrelevant degrees
of freedom in the TN [28]. It is also closely related to the Schmidt decomposition of a bipartite
quantum state.
The singular values Λ are unique, whereas the matrices U and V † are generally not due to
possible degeneracies in the λ’s. The so called “economic version” of SVD is obtained by discarding
all the zero (or very small) singular values in Λ and also the columns and rows corresponding to the
zero singular values in matrices U and V † respectively. The economic SVD is depicted in Fig. (54).
Let us now consider the SVD of a symmetric matrix M – a symmetric tensor with one incoming
and one outgoing index. In the irrep basis, M decomposes as
M =
⊕
j
(Mj ⊗ Ij). (12.2)
Here only a single irrep j appears, since fusion rules require that components of M vanish when
different irreps are fixed on the two indices. That is, the matrix M is block diagonal in the irrep
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j3 j4
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j1 j2
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j3 j4
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∑
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F j3j2j1jxj4jy
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jy
Figure 52: Transforming an elementary yoga tree to a simple fusion tree involves introducing
two resolutions of identity by means of fusion and splitting tensors (the first equality) and then
applying an F -move (the second equality).
j1 j2
j3 j4
jx
jy
j1 j2
=
∑
jy
j1
j2
j4
j3
jx
jy
j3 j4
=
∑
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F j4j1j2jxj3jy
j1 j2
j3 j4
jy
Figure 53: The other elementary yoga tree can also be transformed to a simple fusion tree similar
to Fig. (52).
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M=
U Λ V †
Figure 54: Graphical representation of the economic SVD of an m× n matrix.


T =
(j1, t1)
(j2, t2)
(j3, t3)
(j1, t
′
1) (j2, t
′
2) (j3, t
′
3)
Figure 55: A symmetric matrix is block diagonal in the irrep (j) labels. The dimension of each
degeneracy blocks is ti × t′i.
labels, see Fig. (55). Each block shown in the figure factorizes as Mj⊗ Ij , where Mj the degeneracy
matrix corresponding to fixing irrep j on both the indices and Ij is the 2j + 1× 2j + 1 identity
matrix, which acts on the irrep space of j. Notice that the blocks (and hence the matrix) do not
need to be square. The SVD of a symmetric matrixM can be carried out block-wise, by performing
SVD of only the degeneracy matrices Mj for each block. See Fig. (56).
12.1 SVD based truncation
As mentioned previously, SVD often appears in tensor algorithms in the context of approximating
one matrix by another one (with a smaller number of singular values). One simply discards singular
values that are smaller than a given error  and truncates the matrices U and V † accordingly. Such
a truncation is depicted in Fig. (57) and Fig. (58). The matrix M ′ = U [trunc]Λ[trunc](V †)[trunc] is a
good approximation to the input matrix M if  is small. The accuracy of the approximation is
given, e.g., by the normalized sum of the discarded squared singular values.
A symmetric truncation is performed by performing blockwise SVD and directly truncating the
degeneracy matrices. However, in this case, one must remember that the goal of the truncation is
to minimize the trace loss of the total matrix M . We will describe how one must truncate each
degeneracy tensor to achieve this. Let λj,t denote the singular values of M in the various blocks
labeled by irrep j. According to the irrep decomposition Eq. (12.2), each singular value λj,t appears
2j + 1 times in the singular value spectrum of the total matrix M . The trace of M†M is therefore
trace(M†M) =
∑
j,t
(2j + 1)λ2j,t. (12.3)
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







Figure 56: SVD of a symmetric matrix is performed block-wise. The green line indicates the
singular values in the diagonal matrices Λ.
M
=
U Λ V †
Figure 57: Singular value decomposition of a matrix, where the singular values are ordered from
the largest at the top to the smallest at the bottom. (The magnitude of the singular values is
indicated by the intensity gradient of green.)
M
=
U Λ V †
Figure 58: Truncation of the matrices U , Λ and V † by retaining only the largest singular values.
The rows and columns appearing on the bottom and right of the dotted lines respectively, are
deleted.
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T U Λ V †
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Figure 59: Truncation of a symmetric matrix by keeping only the largest singular values involves
carefully selecting singular values in each degeneracy block.
The approximation then proceeds by truncating in the λ’s. In order to discard a fixed number of
singular values, the weight 2j + 1 of each singular value must be taken in account. For example, a
small singular value with a large weight may contribute more to the trace than a larger singular
value with a smaller weight. Therefore, an overall truncation may require truncating the different
blocks by a different amount; there might be blocks for which there is no truncation at all, and
blocks for which all the singular values are truncated. In the latter case, it is useful to delete the
corresponding irrep from the index data of the matrices U,Λ and V †.
As a general comment, let us remark that the discussion of this section also applies to other
matrix factorizations, such as eigenvalue decomposition, polar decomposition, and others.
13 Generalization and efficiency
Our implementation has been restricted to simple fusion trees. This was mostly because simple
fusion trees are easier to store and manipulate. Furthermore, most tensor operations can be
performed within the domain of simple fusion trees (with a few caveats e.g. as discussed in
Sec. 11.2). On the other hand, as is perhaps apparent, maintaining a tensor in a simple fusion
tree basis (as opposed to a more general fusion tree basis) may require additional manipulations,
and generally more restrictive data structures. It is possible to devise an implementation of
symmetric tensors that is based more general fusion trees, e.g. which includes yoga fusion trees
and even monster fusion trees. We expect that working with more general fusion trees will increase
the complexity of the code, but at the same time may perhaps also result in a more efficient
implementation. We leave this as a prospect for future implementations of symmetric tensors.
Another avenue for optimizing efficiency is by employing precomputation [15], which can be
integrated in any implementation scheme based on fusion trees. Many tensor network algorithms
are iterative. For example, in a variational optimization that approximates the ground state of a
given Hamiltonian within a given tensor network ansatz, the tensor network is iteratively updated
by sweeping through its tensors, and a predetermined sequence of tensor operations is carried out
in each iteration. In the context of symmetric tensor network algorithms, the irreps that appear on
all the indices of the tensor network can be (and usually are) fixed during such an optimization.
Thus, only the degeneracy tensors get updated in each iteration.
Recall the general template of a symmetric tensor operation outlined in Sec. 6. Each opera-
tion can be regarded as consisting of two logically distinct set of manipulations: “book-keeping”
manipulations that involve mostly fusion tree manipulations and building the table E, and the
“actual” update that generates the output degeneracy tensors by manipulating the input degeneracy
tensors. In an iterative algorithm, the same book-keeping manipulations are unnecessarily repeated
over and over again, since these depend only on the fusion trees and irreps (and not on the
degeneracy tensors). In practice, we find that the computational cost of doing many book-keeping
manipulations (e.g. when dealing with large complicated tensor networks) can become significant.
In such a case, one can precompute and store the results of all the book-keeping manipulations, say
in the first iteration, and reuse this data for subsequent iterations. For example, one can record
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Figure 60: Time (in seconds) required to perform one optimization step in an implementation of
the two-site infinite-DMRG algorithm with SU(2) symmetry, for the spin-1/2 Heisenberg quantum
spin chain, with partial and without precomputation.
all the E tables that are generated in the first iteration and reuse them in subsequent iterations
to directly update the degeneracy tensors. In practice, we find that partial precomputation leads
already to a significant computational speedup in simple cases, such as infinite-DMRG simulations
of the spin-1/2 Heisenberg quantum spin chain, see Fig. (60) for a plausible comparison. We expect
such a speedup to be even more dramatic for more complex tensor network methods, especially
those for higher-dimensional systems.
14 Conclusions
In this paper we have described programming tips and tricks to implement SU(2) symmetry in
tensor network algorithms. Our implementation is based on the formalism of fusion trees, and
proceeds in such a way that structural tensors are never explicitly stored in the computer. Instead,
fusion trees impose exact symmetry constraints in the manipulation of degeneracy tensors in the
code. This procedure is very accurate, and scales well for tensors with many legs, as required for
tensor network simulations of higher-dimensional systems. Moreover, it has the advantage of being
directly applicable to the simulation of anyonic systems.
We envisage many applications of this formalism. In particular, we are currently working on the
application of this formalism to study chiral ladder Hamiltonians [21], as well as to ground-state
calculations with two-dimensional PEPS. We believe that out formalism is particularly efficient in
two spatial dimensions, and should therefore allow us to reach large PEPS bond dimension in the
study of frustrated quantum antiferromagnets. We leave such a study for future works.
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